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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, No ember 12, 1979
Ledger_ & Times
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AFTER WIN — Members of the Calloway County High School speech team pow after winning the Trigg County
Invitational Tournament. The Laker team, winning the event for the seventh year, finished the competition with 67
points. The Murray High School speech team placed second with 28.
Photo By Gene Dowdy
Speech Teams Place In Tourney
The Calloway. County High School
and Murray High School speech teams
placed first and second, respectively, in
the Trigg County Invitational Tour-
nament during the weekend.
The Calloway speakers totalled 67
points while the Murray team finished
with 78. It was the seventh year in a row
the Calloway team has won the tour-
nament.
Individual places on the Laker team
include Chris Taylor and Dale Finney,
debate, first; Celisa Curd, dramatic
interpretation, first; Meleah Paschall,
exterrporaneous speaking, first, Kim
Weatherford, orginial oratory, first;
Kim Marrs, broadcasting, second;
Trisha Clark and Christi Hale, dbet
acting, second; Sandy Jeffrey,
humorous interpretation, second;
Lanesa Jones, prose, second; Jenise
Boyd, extemporaneous speaking,
. second; Louis Zimmerman, broad-
casting, third; Marcia Cunningham,
prose, third; Mike Jackson, original
oratory, third; and Mickey Hutson,
storytelling, third.
Other Calloway finalists were Earl
Brown and Debbie Hooks.
The team is coached by Larry
England.
Those placing for Murray High in-
clude Louis 'Bossing, humorous in-
terpretation, first; Sharon Whaley,
storytelling, first; Kellie Overbey,
dramatic interpretation, second; Mary
Morris, poetry interpretation, third.
Kimberly Owens and Nancy Kiesow
also were finalists for the Murray team.
The team is coached by Mark
Etherton.
PLO Delegate Gives Up Iranian
Efforts; Carter To Stop Oil Buys
By The Associated Press
A Palestinian delegation many
regarded as the best hope for winning
freedom for the U.S. Embassy hostages
In Tehran gave up its efforts today and
left the Iranian capital, a Palestine
Liberation Organization official an-
...tiouncecl in Kuwait.
In Washington, administration
sources reported that President Carter
has decided to take the strongest U.S.
step yet in the nine-day-old crisis —
stopping all US. purchases of Iranian
The sources said Carter's an-
nouncement would be made this af-
ternoon. An estimated 3.5 percent to 4
percent of the oil consumed in the
United States is Iranian.
Word of the PLO's apparent failure to
end the impasse came as Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's regime and the
Moslem militants holding 98 hostages
at the Tehran embassy reaffirmed their
determination to face down the United
States in the tense confrontation.
Tehran Radio said the Iranian
people, heeding the call of the student
militants, began a five-day hunger
strike today to press the Iranian
demand for the extradition of the
deposed Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi from the United States.
The official radio, monitored in
London, also reported that Khomeini's
Revolutionary Council had met and
discussed the possibility of U.S.
military intervention or economic
reprisals to end the embassy standoff.
In another move, Iran's new foreign
affairs chief, Abolhassan Bani Sadr,
summoned all foreign ambassadors in
Tehran for a meeting today and urged
that their governments pressure the
Carter administration to extradite the
shah, an Iranian Foreign Ministry
spokesman said.
PLO sources reported over the
weekend that the three-man delegation
sent by PLO leader Yasser Arafat was
engaged in intense talks at the Foreign
Ministry with Iranian officials and
representatives of the students.
But Salah Khalaf, No. 2 man in
Arafat's Fatah guerrilla group, told
reporters in Kuwait today that the
delegation had left for Damascus,
Syria.
He said the PLO envoys had told the
Iranians that "despite the fact that we
side with the Iranian revolution on any
confrontation or battle, and despite our
high regard for the Iranian revolution,
we &lieve America cannot be fought
through occuoation of its embasay but
rather through a serious and radical
. • .
!Chalet did not say how the Iranians
responded to the PLO's efforts.
It was not known whether the three
Tehran ambassadors from Moslem
countries — Pakistan, Syria and
Turkey-- who PLO sources said took
part in weekend negotiations were still
pursuing them.
The hostages are 62 Americans and 36
non-Americans — believed to be mostly
Pakistani and Indian employees of the
embassy. Foreign diplomats who saw
them Saturday said they appeared to be
in good health.
State Department spokesman
Hodding Carter said the Carter ad-
ministration continues to hope that
efforts by nations, individuals and
agencies would have " a cumulative
effect" that would impel Iranian
authorities to release the hostages.
"I have no prediction to offer you on
the time of release, nor do I have any
expectation on this at all so far as
tomorrow, or the next day, or
whenever," said Carter.
Meanwhile, Syrian troops drove
about 40 demonstrating Iranians from
the grounds of the U.S. Embassy in
Beirut, Lebanon, Sunday, and police in
Washington, D. C., drove several
hundred anti-Iranian demonstrators
away from Iran's embassy in the U.S.
capital. In Denver, Colo., an Iranian




State unemployment officials are
expected to decide in two weeks
whether employees of the Tappan Co.,
Murray operation, are eligible to
receive unemployment pay for a two-
week period during the summer.
Fifty-four members of Local 1068 of
the United Auto Workers Union applied
for unemployment pay Wednesday at
the office in Mayfield.
The union members, mostly women,
were at first told they were not eligible
for the benefits since the two-week
layoff "was voluntary."
A hearing was conducted Wednesday
afternoon with members of the union,
management officials from Tappan and
state unemployment officials from
Frankfort.
According to E. J. Haverstodc,
Tappan general manager, a list of jobs
that the employees might perform at
the plant during the layoff was posted
on the plant bulletin board, however,
none of the workers signed It.
The decision, when received, Is ex-
pected to be appealed by either the
union or Tappan.
of a teen-ager and the wounding of two
others who police said smashed a
picture window in the Iranian's
apartment.
Palestinian sources said represen-
tatives of the Palestine Liberation
Organization and the Pakistani, Syrian
and Turkish ambassadors in Tehran
were negotiaing for the release of the
hostages in the American Embassy.
and a Saudi Arabian newspaper
reported all or some would be freed by
Tuesday. But a spokesman at the
Iranian Foreign Ministry, reached by
telephone from New York, said there
was no indication of that.
Hopkinsville Woman
Shot, Stabbed To
Death By Two Sons
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Hopkinsville woman was shot and
stabbed at her home Sunday and city
police said two teen-age sons were
charged in her death.
Police said Linda Lee Holliman, 37,
was shot four times with a small-
caliber weapon.
Police said her husband called
authorities late Sunday after he arrived
home from his job at a food market. He
was quoted as saying the boys came to
the store and told him they had


















Increasing cloudiness and not
as cold tonight with a slight
chance of rain late tonight. Lows
in the mid to upper 30s. Mostly
cloudy 'Tuesday. Highs in the mid
to upper 40s.
Cloudy Wednesday. Fair and
warmer Thursday and Friday.
Daytime highs in the 40s Wed-
nesday rising into the $0s by--
Triday.  1
Also Wanton Endangerment, Criminal Murder Attempt
MSU Student Arrested
On Charges Of Arson
Ancel Clay Lowry, 25,. Owensboro,
was arrested early Sunday morning in
connection with several recent fires in
the city and lodged in the Calloway
County Jail, according to a Murray City
Police spokesman.
A second-semester student at Murray
State University, Lowry has been
.tharged with four counts of first-degree
arson, four counts of wanton en-
dangerment and one count of criminal
attempt to commit murder, the
-spokesman said. Bond has been at
$155,000, the spokesman added. Bond
was signed by District Judge Sid
Easley.
The Murray police, the Calloway
County Sheriff's Office, the Kentucky
State Police Arson Division and the
MSU Security Department
collaborated in the arson investigation,
that began several weeks ago.
The police spokesman said Lowry, a
resident of Hart Hall on the MSU
campus, was arrested near a fire early
Sunday morning. The spokesman said
Lowry is a suspect in several local
fires, all occuring Sunday morning.
The police spokesman listed the fires
in which Lowry is a suspect as:
A garage apartment at 108',2 N. 9th,
owned by Ruble Thurman and occupied
by Karen DeBreeze, was damaged
when fire broke out around 2:30 a.m.
Sunday. A collector's item 1960
Cadillac, stored in the garage, was
partly destroyed. No injuries were
reported.
Some blankets were reported burned
in a basement at 920 Olive, owned by
Andrew Batts. No one was injured.
A mattress at 812 Main was set on
fire. No injuries were reported.
Fire was set to items in the garage of
St. Leo's Catholic Church. No one was
injured but a Murray Fire Department
official reported considerable clean-up .
damage.
'Coal By Wire' Quickly Melted
During Heat Of Governor's Race
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Wrfter
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — There
were rumblings by two candidates in
this year's gubernatorial race about
''coal by wire," an issue that quickly
melted when the battle between
Democrat John Y. Brown Jr. and
Republican Louie B. Nunn heated up.
Given a new federal law, Governor-
elect Brown's apparent commitment to
synthetic fuel production and Ken-
tucky's finite resources, the issue may
aever again be raised.
Democrat George Atkins was the
first to adVocate coal by wire. When he
dropped out of the primary race, Nunn
seized the issue.
Atkins and Nunn differed on the'
approaches, but shared the sank
concept — coal-fired generating plant
scattered throughout the state's
coalfields, exporting electricity to other
states.
The plants would offer a new market
for Kentucky coal and help stabilize the
state's chief industry, Atkins and Nunn
said.
But some feel a federal law
prohibiting new power plants from
burning oil or gas will stimulate the
coal industry anyway, and Kentucky
will get its share of the market.
There also is a question about en-
vironmental impact and those who
advocate "synfuel" over coal-fired
plants may have a strong case.
"The environmental impact from
synfuels is much less than from
generating plants — about one-sixth as
much, in fact," state Energy Secretary
David Drake said in a recent interview,
"That's one reason we've been so ...
promotion-minded about synfuels."
For example, Drake said, a coal-fired
plant "much cleaner than anything
we've got now" could consume 20,000
tons of coal a day and produce 2,000
megawatts of electricity, or 683 billion
British thermal units. It also would
produce waste at the rate of 140 tons of
sulfur dioxide and 7.2 tons of par-
ticulates a day. A Btu is the amount of
heat required to increase the tem-
perature of a pound of water one degree
Fahrenheit.
A synfuel plant converting coal to
synthetic gas could, with the same
20,000 tons, produce 250 million cubic
feet of gas, or 250 billion Btu, while
giving off 41 tons of sulfur dioxide and
2.2 tons of particulates, Drake said.
Another synfuel plant, he said, could
convert 20,000 tons of coal to 50,000
barrels of oil, or 300 billion Btu, yielding
25 tons of sulfur dioxide and 2.4 tons of
particulates.
"Technologically, it (coal by wire) is
feasible," Drake said. "Economically,
it's probably feasible. But-you have to
make the judgement about whether we
want to suffer the environmental
consequences so somebody in Chicago
can turn on his lights. Any region can
absorb only so much industrial waste."
There also is a question of water,
enormous amounts of which are needed
for either synfuel or coal-fired plants.
Because the state already has
authorized $55 niillion for synfuel
demonstration projects, with more
money likely from revenue bonds, coal-
fired plants might not be allowed to
compete for the state's limited water
resources.
The Kentucky Center for Energy
Research, of which Drake is ad-
ministrator, is conducting a study of the
state's water resources. Dr. Art
Nicholson, a KCER staff member, is
heading the effort.
Grade Loan Rates Set
For Air-Cured Tobacco
The proposed schedule of grade loan
rates for dark air-cured tobacco grown
in Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee
has been announced by Ray Fitzgerald,
administrator of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture's Agricultural
Stabilitation and Conservation Service.
The schedule for types 35 and 36 dark
air-cured is based on the average level
of support of 80.4 cents per pound, about
6.9 percent higher than 1978. The.
proposed rates vary as to tobacco
quality and range from 46 cents to $1.22
per pound. Under the program, only the
original producer is eligible to receive
loans on the tobacco.
Holmes Ellis, general manager of
West Kentucky Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, said today that-
the probable opening dates for the sale
of dark air-cured tobacco have been
set. Sales should begin Thursday, Dec.
6, in Mayfield and Friday, Dec. 7, in
Murray.
According to ASCS standards,
tobacco graded "No-G" (no grade),
"U" (unsound), or scrap will not be
accepted. A reduction of 20 percent in
the advance (loan) rate will be made
for tobacco graded "W" (doubtful
keeping order), grades marked with
the special factor "BH," and type 35
grades marked with the special factor
"BL."
The deadline for receiving comments
Activities Overshadowed By Iranian Events
on the proposed rates is Dec. 3. Com-
ments should be submitted to the
Director, Price Support and Loan
Division, AS(, USDA, P.O. Box 2415,
Washington, D.C. 20013. Comments will
be available for public inspection in
Room 3741 of the Department's South
Building during regular business hours.
Girl Scouts To Hold
Annual 'Showcase
Saturday At Center
Girl Scouts in the Bear Creek Service
Area of Kentuciciana Council will hold
their annual "Showcase" on November
17, 1979, from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at
the Exposition Center in Murray.
More than 1,000 Girl Scouts are ex-
pected to participate. They will be
displaying craft items they have made
and will conduct continuous demon-
strations of the crafts. The demon-
strations will be judged between 10:00
and 11:00 a.m., after which craft items
will be on sale, with proceeds going to
the individual troops.
In addition, local craft stores are
being invited to set up display booths,
emphasizing the international year of
the child theme of "Find the Gift in
Every Child."
The public is invited to attend.
Americans Honor Nation's Vets
By PEGGY ANDERSEN
Associated Press Writer
Americans gathered as usual on the
Ilth day of the Ilth month to honor the
nation's combat veterans, but
traditional activities were over-
shadowed by recent events in Iran.
The bitterness of many Vietnam
veterans, underscored by a recent poll
showing more than half their coun-
trymen believe they were "suckers" to
take part in that conflict, also cast a
Pall over some observances.
"We've been thrown in the dump like
an old pair of shoes," Marine Sgt.
Raymond Puller, 39, said at the
Veterans Administration Hospital in
Waahington, where he is recovering
from the 35th operation on a leg shat-
tered during his third day in Vietnam in
1971. "And to think I enlisted."
The VA commissioned the recent
Louis Harris and Associates poll that
Indicated only 20 percent of the
American public believes sending U.S.
troops to Vietnam was the right thing to
Neillirtero.thirdif of. those
Wedlitifleired U.S. ifivolviment in that
conflict was a mistake, while the
remainder had no opinion or were
uncertain.
However, most of those surveyed
expressed positive feelings about
Vietnam veterans — and the survey
showed increased sympathy for their
plight. In 1971,48 percent of those polled
felt Vietnam veterans were treated
worse than other veterans, compared to
64 percent now.
Still, bands played, flags flew and
wreaths were placed on graves around
the nation as they have been since
Armistice Day marked the end of World
-War I. The holiday later was renamed
"Veterans Day" to honor veterans of
all conflicts in which American lives
were lost.
VA Administrator Max Cleland — a
Vietham veteran who lost both legs and
one min in combat — placed a wreath
at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier in
Washington.
In Philadelphia, about 200 veterans
gathered in the rain at Washington
Square, displaying the flag and saluting
.0 the --Poliee--..ant. Eigiman'a .13anck.
played the national anthem. Politic-lane-
and military officers ad
crowd, expressing relief that no
Americans now are on the battlefield.
Veteran Bill Wibble reminded the
crowd that all is not well, however, with
a sign saying, "Iran can keep the oil but
can't keep the Americans."
About 60 Americans have been held
since Nov. 4 at the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran by Iranians demanding the
return of the ousted shah.
The crisis in Iran also sparked a
demonstration at the Iranian consulate
in San Francisco, where 35 persons —
mostly veterans — burned an Iranian
flag and carried signs with such slogans
as "Deport all stinking Iranians."
In Nashville, Tenn., veterans and VA
hospital patients joined clowns, Boy
Scouts, a highschool band and
majorettes in a parade. Korean War
veteran and country singer Johnny
Clash was grand marshal, assisted by
his father, Ray, an 83-year-old veteran
of World War I.
In Hawaii, civilians and military
personnel joined forces in a parade
• _ne,ar aji‘i- a pausing gyp coloKs
ceremony was held ai the National
'Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific.
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Miss Sheryl Requarth Is Wed To
Mr. Scott In Church Ceremony .
- Miss Sheryl Ann Requarth,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gerry E. Requarth, Murray,
was married to- Randal Lee
Scott. son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Lee Scott, Murray. on
Saturday, Oct. 6, at 6:30 p.m.
The Rev. William Taylor
officiated at the double ring,
candlelight. ceremony. A
program of nuptial music was
presented by Gary McClure,
Murray, pianist. Gary. Randy
and Tony McClure, The King's
Sons, sang "Turn Around"
after the Mothers were seated
and "The Lord's Prayer"
following the lighting of the
Unity Candle. -The bridal
rhoruS" from Lohengrin and
"The Wedding March" by
Mendelssohn were played by
Mrs. Darrell Gibson on the
organ.
The wedding vows were
exchanged -before an arched
eandelabraum entwined with
greenery and adorned on
either side with urns filled
with red roses. mums. daisies
and gladioli. Spiral can-
delabra with 'greenery were
used on either Side of the altar.
The Unity candle and kneeling
bench which held an open
Bible that was given to the
bride at the age of 3 by her
maternal grandmother who is
now deceased and her
grandfather, completed the
altar setting. Lighted
hurricane lamps were placed
in each window of the church
as well as on the railing en-
closing the pie() and organ.
Family pews were marked by
lighted hurricane lamps and
blue satin ribbons. The front
Sidewalk of the church was
also lined by lighted hurricane
lamps, blue satin ribbon and
greenery.
Miss Raysha • Roberts,
cousin of the bride, attended
the register table which was
covered with a floor length,
linen cloth. The table was
centered with a bouquet of
fresh cut flowers and a basket
with souvenir scrolls held with
silver wedding bands which
were given to the guests.
Bride's Dress -
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
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11r. and Mrs. Randal Lee Scott
wore a formal gown of white
chantilly lace. A half moon
yoke of sheer English net was
edged by a narrow lace ruffle.
Full Edwardian sleeves and a
wedding band collar further
enhanced the bodice. A
bouffant skirt was adorned
with rows of narrow lace that
also encircled the hem. and
created a full chapel length
train.
She completed her ensemble
with a fingertip length veil of
• imported_ illusion encircled
with scalloped chantilly lace
flowing from a matching
camelot headpiece. She
carried a classic cascade of
red roses, daisies and baby's
breath.. Long streamers with
tiny blue and white flowers
completed the bouquet.
Miss Alison Weaver of
Murray served as maid of
honor. The bridesmaids were
Miss Amy Rhodes, cousin of
the bride, Advance, Mo.; Miss
Melinda Johnson, Murray and
Miss Carrna Lisa Lovett,
Tupelo, Miss. The flower girl
was Miss Christy Bell of
Murray.
The attendants wore
identical floor length gowns of
baby blue qiana with a mat-
ching, sleeveless cocoon
jacket, tied at the jewel neck
by a string tie. The flower girl
wore a floor length dress of the
same material as the other
attendants. Each attendant
carried one long stem red rose
with baby's breath and red
ribbons. The flower girl
carried a white basket,
trimmed by blue ribbons and
scattered red rose petals
before the bride.
Serving as best man. was
Mike Brandon, Aurora.
Groomsmen were Barry
James, Randy Redden, and
Bill Belford, all of Murray.
The ringbearer was Chris
Scott, brother of the groom,
Murray.
Serving as ushers and
candlelighters were Eddie
Requarth, brother of the
bride, and Roger Scott,
brother of the groom, both of
Murray.
All of the male attendants
were dressed identical in baby
.blue tuxedoes with red
rosebud boutonnieres.
The groom wore a white
tuxedo with tails, white vest
and shirt. His boutonniere was
red rosebuds backed with
baby's breath.
Mrs. Requarth, mother of
the bride, wore a floor length
gown of periwinkle qiana knit
with a shawl- dr-a-Oit collar,
and Mrs. Scott, moth r of the
groom, chose to wear a floor
length gown of baby blue, with
matching jacket.
Both mothers wore corsages
of white orchids with baby
blue ribbon.
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, Murray
and Mrs.. Paul Lockhart,
Gretna': La., grandmothers of
the bride, and_ Mrs. b4rnec
Mitchuson, Murray, grand-
mother of the groom, were
presented corsages of white
carnations with blue ribbon. A
special guest of the wedding,
Mrs. Fannie Scott, . great-
grandmother of the groom
was also presented a corsage.
At the close of the wedding
ceremony the new Mr. and
Mrs. Scott each presented
their new mother-in-law with
a long stemmed red rose and a
kiss.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
parents- of the bride hosted a
reception at the fellowship
hall of the church. Greeting
the guests were the bridal
couple, their parents, the
maid of honor and the best
man.
The bride's table, covered
with a floor length satin cloth
and trimmed with garlands of
silk greenery and baby's
breath was centered with a
two tier silver and crystal
container.. of .blue and white
fresh cut flowers. Silver
candalabra with blue candles
were also used.
The four tiered wedding
cake was decorated with blue
flowers and topped with a
miniature bride and groom.
Crystal appointments were
used to serve the punch, nuts,
mints and sandwiches.
Attending the bride's table
were Miss Jenne Pool and
Miss Sandra Stark, cousins of
the bride, Mrs. Walter Jones,

















The groom's table was
covered with a floor length
linen cloth and centered with
silver candleholders and blue
candles. The chocolate cake,
coffee and cheeseballs were
served from silver ap-
pointments.
Assisting at the groom's
table were Mrs. L. P. Hendon,
Mrs. Dan Roberts, Mrs. Ray
Roberts. aunt of the bride;
Mrs. Earl Wyatt, aunt of the
groom; Mrs. Tommy Mar-
shall, and Mrs. Charles
Addison, aunt of the bride of
Osmond, Neb.
Those assisting with the
reception were given white
corsages with blue . ribbon.
Blue and white net rice bags
were distributed to the guests
by Chris Scott and Christy
Bell.
Ms. Lucy Ann Forest, friend
of the bride: coordinated and
directed both the wedding and
reception.
The couple left later for a
wedding trip a,nd are now
residing at their home in
Dexter.
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rhodes, Sr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rhodes,
Jr., Advance, Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. George Gillmore,
Sikeston, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Woods, and Pam, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Smith,
Jackson, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Patterson, Stephanie
Creecy, Wappapello, Mo.; Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Requarth,
Hermann, .Mo..; Mr. and Mrs.
Rick Heitman, Mr. and Mrs.
Ira Lee StorY',.. David 'Story,
Lana Stois,-, Lisa Story, Lone
Oak; Mrs. Charles Addison,
.0sniond, Neb.; Mr. and Mrs.
George B. Requarth, Bella
Villa, Mo.; and Mrs. Paul
Lockhart, Gretna. La.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. James Lee Scott,
Were -hoSts..- for the rehearsal
dinner which was held in the
fellowship hall of the Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
The tables were overlaid in
white and centered with
candle arrangements. Thirty
guests, including attendarts
and Out-of-town guests. %ere
served the buffet dinner. The
hosts were assisted by Mrs
James Mitchuson, grand-
mother of the groom,
The bridal couple presented




Dr. Farrouk F. Umar of the
Department of Political
Science, Murray .State
'University, will speak on the
"Middle East" at the meeting
of the United Methodist
Women at the First Church,
Fulton, on Wednesday, Nov.
14. Dr. Umar is a native of
Baghdad, Iraq.
Some entoniMigists believe
there are two million or more
insect species in the world,
compared with .only about
6,800 kinds of birds. Many
insects have been around
since before the days of the




will have a pizza party at
Pagliai's from 6 to 7 p.m. This
is for members only.
MurrayW—iway County
Theatre Board of Directors is
scheduled to Meet at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway Public 1.ibrary.
North Calloway Grade
School Basketball Tour-
nament will be from 5:30 to 9
p.m. at the school.
Recoveiwill meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets, Murray. '
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15' p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For in-
formation phone 762-6851.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church for the
seminar on "What Can We
Learn?" on Building A
Positive Single Identity.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet from 7
to 8 p.m. at First Christian
Church Educational Building.
All interested women are
invited, and persons do not
have to be able to read music.
Murray High School
Chapter of FHA will have its
Daddy Date Night at 6 p.m.
Murray High School Junior
High Basketball Jamboree
will be at 6 p.m.
ca noway Middle School
Basketball Jamboree,
sponsored by Athletic Booster
Club, will be at 6 p.m. at





ineet as follows: Pacers with
Geri Johnson at 9:30 a.m.,
Pottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m., South
Pleasant Grove with Justine
Story at 1:30 p.m., and New
Concord with Bessie Dunn and
Harris Grove with Mrs. Otto
Hicks, both at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 13
Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will be from 6:30 to 11
p.m.
Clinic at Calloway County
Health Department will not be
held teklay.
Mothers' Day Out will be at
9 a.m. and 112:30 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
Groups 1. o -1"st -Christian
Church CM.' will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. John
Quertemious at 10 a.m. with
Dr. Mary Frank Valentine to
give the program; IV with
Mrs. Greg McKeel with Mrs:
Dan McKee) to give the
program.
Calloway County Y. F. Ettes
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Murray Vocational School.
Murray Star Chapter Na.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Murray Branch AAUW
will conduct a public hearing
to survey the needs of Murray
and surrounding counties'
Displaced Homemakers at the
Calloway Public Library at
7:15 p.m. For information call
753-1683.
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at the band room of the
high shoo) at 7 p.m.
Senior Citizens groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Dexter Center at 10 a.m.;
Murray at Ellis Center from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Nutrition
Program For - Elderly at
Douglas Center at 12 noon with
program by local library:
Hazel at Hazel Community
Center at 10 a.m.; Greenhouse
open from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
Woman's Club, will meet at Health Policies" will be
7:30 p.m.. at the club house
with the program by Mrs.
Jack Uddberg.
Tuesday, Nov. 13
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet with Nancy Bogard
at 7 p.m. 
Groups of First Baptist
'Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Owen
-Billington at 9 a.m., II with
Mrs. Ronald Churchill at 10
a.m., and III with Mrs. Bailey
Riggins at 2 p.m.
Honiernakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New
Providence with Beth Falwell,
Coldwater with Mrs. Hunter
Bazzell, and Paris Road with
Barbara White, all at 1 p.m.,
Countryside with Monica
Walston at 10 a.m.
Baptist rn--17.7---ig Women of
Memorial Church will meet
with Wry Beth Harp at 7 p.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist. Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. Charles Rains,
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. Jack
Winter, and Maryleona Frost
at the church, all at 9:30 a.m.,
and Faith Doran at church at 2
P.m.
First United Methodist
Church Men's Breakfast will
be held at Sirloin Stockade.at 7
a.m.
Murray TOPS itake off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
DENTURES
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists








CALL JACKSON, TN. MIA FREE 40 CHARGE
IN TENNESSEE OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
I.8 392-3876 18004311-13973-
sponsored by Murray State
University Honor Society in
Nursing at 7 p.m. in Mason
Hall Nursing Auditorium.
• Free seminar- on- energy
conservation • in new home
construction will be held in
Room 240, Special Education
Building, Murray State
University.
Faculty recital by Robert
Gillespie, violinist, Neale B.
Mason, violoncellist, and Dr.
James McKeever. pianist,
with guest artist Katharine E.
Mason on the viola, will be at
8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. This is free to the
public.
Chorus of Music Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a rehearsal at
the home of the director,
Karen Bolls, at 7 p.m.
- - -
Baptist Young Women of
Blood River Church will meet
at the home of Martha Nor-
sworthy at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 14
Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will be from 6:30 toll
p.m.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn 
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. John
Trotter, Wesleyan with Mrs.
Charles Dillon, and Hannah
with Mrs. James Stahler, III.
Hazel Senior Citizens. will
have activities at the Hazel
Community Center including
lunch at 11:45 a.m., blood
pressure check at 12:30 p.m.,
craft club meeting at 1 p.m.,
and library program.
Piano recital by Dr. Alfred
Kanwischer of Nashville,
Tenn., will be at 8:15 p.m. at
Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. He will conduct a
master class from 3:30 to 6
p.m. in the Recital Hall
Annex. Both are open to the
public at no admission charge.
Activities at Douglas Center
will include Consumer
Education Class from 10-a.m.
to 12 noon, lunch at noon, and
party for persons . having
birthdays this month.
Television personality
Jimmie ,J.J. ) Walker will
appear at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray aate University, at 8
p.m.' AdMission, is $1 for





Ladies day luncheon with
Bonnie Jones as chairman will
be served at noon at the
Murray Country Club. Bridge
with Sadie West and Louise
Lamb as hostesses will be at
9:30a.m.
Luncheon for ladies at Oaks
Country Club with Grace
James and Marilyn Liddle as
chairmen will be served at
noon. Bridge with Essie
Caldwell as hostess will be at
9:30a.m.
Candied Apples will be
featured at Empire Farm,
Land Between the Lakes
fronni 9: 30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Doralyn Lanier .and Peggy
Hunter will be featured on the
Piligram at the • United
Campus Ministry luncheon at
12:30 p.m. at Ordway Hall.
Workshop on diabetes and
nursing care, sponsored by the
Department of Nursing,
Murray State University, will
start at 8:30 a.m. at Mason
Hall. The fee will be $17.50per
person and for information
Call 762-2196.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women art
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Say No To The Bird
Serve A Gibson Country Ham For Thanksgiving
Aged Country Hams sale si 69 per lb.
Ask Mutat Our Primo I Choice Sides of loaf
ilam Co.
Murray, Ky. Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7-5 Sat. 7-12
Phone
753-1601




We've all heard people say, "Take care of number one
first." This statement clearly establishes number one as
ourselves. Yet we are taught from childhood to be selfless
and considerate of others.
Two popular books of recent years, "I'm OK, You're OK"
and "Your Erroneous Zones" support the idea that self
esteem and loving ourselves are prerequisites to all other
relationships and good mental health.
There is another book that takes yet another point of view.
The Holy Bible. It points out that we are not "Number One."
God I. And to love our neighbor as ourselves implies that we
must love ourselves as He loves us. Only then can we
adequately love another.
This is one opinion or interpretation of how Christianity can
help us understand life. At the Christian Church ( Disciples of1111 Christ) you can tell us how you feel about the Bible.
And guess what? We'll listen.
The First Christian Church •
North of the square on Fifth Street






































The Murray-Calluivay County Senior Citizens, Inc., will
asponsor a Consumer Education Class with Dr. Joan Moppett
of Murray State University conducting the classes.
The first class will be held Wednesday, Nov. 14, from 10
a.m. to 12 noon at the Douglas Community Center on L P.
Miller Street. This will be a film on "What's On the Label on
Food Products and Rx Medicines," and tips on saving money
when shopping for food products.
The second class will be held Wednesday, Nov. TA, from 10
a.m. to 12 noon at the Douglas Center. The program will be on
"Rx Drugs-Generic vs. Brand Name Drugs," and tips on
how to save money when buying medicines.
The classes are open to any senior citizen over the age of
62. Noon meals will be served, but please call 753-0929 by 1
p.m. on Tuesday, Nov. 13, to make reservations for the meal,











As much as anything else,
the Con-firmation (or In-
g.uirers')Classes are for the
Joinee's'• own protection
... so that he knows exactly
what he's getting into. This
simple, interesting set of




at these classes carries no
Obligation to become a
member.
Episcopalians don't dis-
count the sudden revelation
of God's presence. They do,
however, believe that a more
deliberate initiation into
church membership may be
less likely to wear thin in
subsequent years.
They have some pretty
good reasons for believing
the Christian - faith- involves
both the heart and the head.
They don't mind being
iOshed about their "think-
ing-man's religion.- Christ,
they say, demanded simple
faith- but not blinVaith
Periodically, your nearest
Episcopal church offers a
series of inquirers. classes.
Here's an excellent-opportu-
nity to learn, without obliga-
tion, if the Episcopal Church
offers something you've
found missing in your pre-
vious religious experience.
The minister -if you call him
-would be delighted to dis-
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Tiie menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been
released for this week. Meals
are served Monday through
Friday at 12 noon at the
Douglas Community Center,
Murray; at 11:45 a.m. at the
Hazel Community Center; and
at 12 noon on Tuesday and
Thursday at the Ellis Com-
munity Center, Murray.
Meals are also sent out each
day.
For reservations at
Douglas, call the. site
Manager, Wilma Wilson, at
753-8938. Special events at
Douglas include a program by
the local library on Tuesday
and a -birthday party on
Wednesday. Also on Wed-
nesday the first class on
Consumer Education will be
held from 10 a.m. to 12 noon at
Douglas Center.
Special events planned at
Hazel include a blood pressure
check at,12:30 p.m., craft club
meeting at 1 p.m., and library
program, all on Wednesday.
Menus are as follows:
Monday-beef stew with.
carrots, lima beans, celery
cheese sticks, hot roll, butter,
orange, milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday-hot brown, mixed
vegetables, tomato lettuce
salad, hot roll, butter,
Hawaiian sweet potatoes,
milk, coffee or tea.
Wednesday-fried chicken,
mashed potatoes, green
beans, carrot sticks, hot roll,
butter, Hawaiian fruit cup,
milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday-barbecue pork,
baked beans, cabbage, carrot
slaw, hot roll, butter, fruited
pudding, milk, coffee or tea.
Friday-braised beef liver
--with -onion - gravy, -mashed.
potatoes, stewed tomatoes,
hot roll, butter, apple sauce




Harry Baker of Hardin has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Deering
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Deering of Murray Route 1, Brown's
Grove Community, will celebrate their golden wedding an-
niversary with a reception at the fellowship hall of the Salem
Baptist Church, Lynn Grove, on Sunday, Nov. 18.
The reception will be given by their son, Hugh F. Deering
and his wife; the former Jo Anne Chandler. All friends and
relatives are iii'vited to attend the event during the hours of 2
. to 4'30 p.m.
Mr:and WS. Deering were married Nov. 16, 1920, at Paris,
Term., by S. J:Cross in a double ceremony in which Ruth
Paschall and the late Gaylon Paschall were, also married.
_Their attendants were Verdie Mae Robbins Paschall and the
late Eston Paschall.
Mrs. Deering, the former Esther Nance, is the daughter of
Mrs. Lamora Paschall Nance of Paris, Term., and the late
Guy B. Nance. Mr. Deering, son of Luther Deering of Murray
Route I and the late Nettie Paschall Deering, is a retired
employee of the Tappan Company, Murray Division, and a
farmer. They are members of the Salem Baptist Church.
The Deerings have one son, Hugh F. Deering, and his wife,
JO Anne, Murray Route 1 ; four grandchildren-Janet Deering
of Kingsville, Texas, and Danny, Joyce, and Charles Deer-






What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) irk4
Luck is with you at work, so
long as you are mindful of




i Apr. 20 to May 20) ti‘67
Under the influence of a
party mood, you may assume
too much re a relationship. Be




May 21 to June 2/1) 11691.-
A time for new beginnings
re domestic affairs. Be sen-
sitive towards others' needs.
Make decisions re ex-
penditures on children.
CANCER •
(June 21 to July 22)
• Don't be moody on the job.
You're especially sensitive




(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4f24g
Financial luck is with you,
but don't go overboard in
spending. Efforts to impress




rAug. 23 to Sept. 22) 1/PUA
. You have new self-
confidence but may be in-
considerate of someone's
feelings. Creative ideas re
income should be followed.
LIBRA -Mrs
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Happiness in your own
private dream world, but
don't become anti-social.
Make sure your words reflect
your true feelings.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nte
11-1E ACES°IRA G. CORN, JR.
"The ladder of success
doesn't care who climbs it."
-- Frank Tyger.
In today's interesting
layout, success comes from
starting declarer's longest
suit -- but not if he does so
with the intention of devel-
oping it.
Declarer wins the first
heart and mentally notes
two things. First, West's
opening bid marks all the
high cards and, second,
declarer should lead a dia-
mond to make nine tricks.
If he starts by leading his
own diamond queen, West
will pounce on this and
knock out declarer's
remaining heart stopper.
Then West will wait com-
fortably with the ace of
clubs and declarer falls at














Regular exercise is vital to building and maintaining a
healthy. fit body. It improves our cardiovascular system
It helps us control weight. It keeps us flexible. It makes
us feel and look better
But, like most good things, oven exercise can be over-
done. or done at the wrong time. For example, physical
achvitv during extremely hot or extremely cold temperatures
is risky To be safe, don't exercise when the temperature
is above 90°F or below 15°F
Be especially careful of hard seasonal chores such as digging
a garden, shoveling snow, or doing yard work in the hot sun.
All put a severe strain on the heart. If you can't avoid these
tasks, then at least do them sensibly Work slowly Take
frequent rest breaks And exercise caution
Exercising di stay fit is something we can all do. And so is
exercising good rudgement If you're over 35, and out of shape.
don't start an exercise program without your doctor's o.k.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky. we're concerned about
the rise In the cost of health care By .working to stay hialthier.
we can all do our part in helping to hold down these costs. '
Write us for information on enrolling in quality health care
prepayment plans Froi a free booklet on health care (limit
one) o "141p•Yourself- at the following address: Blue
Cross and Blue Sharldand Delta Dental of Kentucky, 9901 •
'Linn Station Road, Louisville. KY 40223
aluoCtome
totootomut
*satyou to oeN twotitA4-
success.
So declarer must lead a
low diamond instead of the
queen. Dummy's jack wins
as expected, but now declar-
er must not continue his
only five card suit. If he
does, West will win as
before, establish his hearts.
and the game goes down the
same way.
After winning the first
diamond in dummy, declar-
er Oould change his horses.
With three spades, two
hearts and one diamond in
the till, declarer can devel-
op three sure club tricks
before he is in danger.
-And instead of continuing
diamonds, he knocks out
West's ace of clubs. West
wins and establishes' his
hearts, but declarer can
take his nine tricks to score
his game and rubber.
And what if West hops up
on a low diamond lead to
establish his hearts? Then
declarer will not need any
club tricks -at all, making
four diamond tricks to go




If a party fails to live up to
your expectations, remain
polite. Make sure your
behavior is appropriate to the
social occasion.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Career opportunities
beckon but flattery will get
you nowhere. -Play down
appearance. The wrong outfit
works against your interests.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. M to Jan. 19)
Friends are helpful re
career. Check costs of trips.
Don't worry about the im-
pression you'll make on a
date. Be yourself.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Questions of intimacy may
arise inappropriately at a
social get-together.
Unwelcome advances
possible. Consult with career
advisers.
PISCES




DEAR DR LAMB- I have
three small fibroids in my
uterus. They were discovered
during a D and C to stop the
bleeding. The doctor told me I
shouldn't wait more than six
months before having
surgery.
My problem is I'm one of
those in a thousand who's
allergic to medications. I
mean everything_ So what can
I do? I've been sitting here
crying and am depressed and
afraid of having it done for
fear that I will not make it
through surgery. I get so 
deadly sick whenever they try
anything new. They also think
I haye one bad ovary,
.When I think about it I just
get cold, sick to my stomach
because I know there's no way
out except surgery. Isn't there
anything they could give for
allergic people? How about
the cut? Couldn't they put
medicine on it so I -wouldn't
need so much medicine for
pain afterwards?
DEAR READER - There
are people like you who have
enormous problems taking
almost any medicine, includ-
ing antibiotics. The best thing
you can do is tell your' doctor
about your history and give
him a list of all the things that
you know that you're allergic
to.
Yes, there are lots of things
that can be done to help peo-
ple with such problems,
including medicines to block
the allergic reaction. Of
_course, the best treatment of
all is to avoid the things' that a.
person is allergic to.
I presume you're going to
have a hysterectomy and
probably have your .ovaries
removed as well in view of
the comment about having
one bad ovary. That might
also -depend on your age. In
some cases the doctor.ean do
a vaginal hysterectomy which
leaves no scar on the abdomen
at all. However, the pain after
most such surgery isn't limit-
ed just to the incision through
the ab4grjainal wall but is
related to the overall surgery
inside the abdominal cavity.
People have different- levels
of pain thresholds and maybe
you'll be fortunate enough not
to require much medicine for
that problem.
Talk to your doctor about
how disturbed you are about
this and the fact that you've
been crying and depressed. It
might be that you would be
helped with some professional
counseling before surgery.
There are lots of things that
can be done to help people
who are depressed. Again,
WRONG NAME
LISTED IN HEADLINE
The name of Miss Deborah
Lou Earp who will be married
Nov. 17 to Kenneth Lee Perry
was incorrectly listed in the
headline as Harp in 'the an-
nouncement of the ap-
proaching marriage in
Saturday's issue of The
Murray Ledger & Times.
Lawrence E. Lamb. M D
removing the cause is a big
help and, in your instance, the
anticipation of surgery is eel.-
tainly a precipitating cause
No one looks forward with joy
to having surgery
Because you expect surgery
and will have changes that
are associated with the meno-
pause, I'm „sending you The
Health Letter number 5-12.
Menopause Other readers
•who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me. in
care of this newspaper. P.O
Box 1551. Radio City Station,
New York. NY 10019
Other readers might want
to know. that 'not all fibroid
tumors of the uterus need to
be removed It depends a lot
on the size and whether they
are causing symptoms or not
Excessive bleeding can be
caused by fibroids and that is
one' reason why they must
sometimes be removed.
Sometimes the fibroid tumors





SEE SANTA AT SEARS
MONDAY OR TUESDAY NIGHTS
between 6 and 8:30 pm
NOVEMBER 12 and 13th
GET A GIFT WITH ANY
'50 OR MORE CHRISTMAS
ORDER PLACED ALL DAY
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Santa will have favors for the kiddies
salielarturra Guaranteed or Your Morsel, Hark
Sears Bel-AirShopping Center
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Luck through others now.
Show your interest in a close
one's ideas. Be responsive.
Don't let little things upset
you. Be broadminded.
YOU BORN TODAY are
artiatic and security minded.
Often you are drawn to
businesses allied with the arts.
It is important that you like
your work to succeed. Your
desire to uphold community
and social values makes you a
good teacher or religious
leader.
Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: West. The bidding lloward Home Scene
West Dbl East Sim" Phebian Class MeetIV . Pass 2NT
Pass 3NT All
Pass
Opening lead: Queen of
hearts
Succett lies waiting for
any declarer. But one mudt
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ANSWER: one no trump
An underbid, but the m041
constructive choice. Many
would open one no trump 11
would) to eliminate the rebid
ding problem hot spiced tea were served by
- - - Mrs. Howard and Mrs.
Send ridge .questions hi The 'V,. Rogers, .
Pin Ilwx 12363 Dallas Texas 7%22 The class will have a salad
with sell addressed stamped erwri,/ supper tn December.roisply
The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church met at the home of the
teacher, Mrs. W. Rudolph
!Toward, on Tuesday, Oct. 30,
at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Clyde Miller gave the
devotional thoughts, and Mrs.
Billy Joe Puckett led' in a
special game.
Officers for the year are
Mrs. Puckett and Mrs. J. B.
Burkeen, co-presidents: Mrs
Vernon Shown and Mrs.
Wayne Flora, co-secretaries
and treaqurers; Mrs. Clyde
Miller, Mrs. James Lamb,
Mrs. Virgil Harris. and Mrs.
James Rogers, group cap-
tains.
Assistant 'teachers are Mrs.
Gaylord -Forrest and Mrs.
Karl Hussung.













A whole lot more.
A point.
A store.
Easy chow cotweitiewee with Mester Chew sr Vise.
Southside Shopping Center
So. 12th Street
' Murray, 14. 7534321





The period of November 11-17, 1979, has
been designated by Governor Julian
Carroll as "Kentucky Energy
Awareness Week," for 1979.
This is the fourth year during which
such a week has been designated for
this purpose. The major purpose of this
period is to encouraee Kentuckians to
think about energy it effects their
way 'of making a living as well as the
way they live. And this thinking should
not be restricted to the situation only as
it exists today, but the energy op-
portunities and problems that are in the
future.
Read - listen - and think. Only through
an informed public can we reach the
rational consensus that is required to
develop and carry out a comprehensive
energy policy at the federal, state and
local levels.
Since the OPEC embargo which
began just about six years ago, we in
this country have been crying out
loudly for a comprehensive energy
Policy. But we have so far been unable
to reach an agreement on what such a
policy should include. As a result
Congressional action has been slow.
However, some legislation has been
passed that will be an important part of
any comprehensive policy that is
developed. Legislation passed' so far
has emphasized energy conservation as
the quickest and cheapest way to make
more energy available for useful
purposes.
Now conservation raises in the minds
of many the image of doing without and
being in a hardship condition. This is
not a balanced viewpoint. Rather,
conservation should be viewed more
broadly as saving energy.. using what
we have more efficiently.
Conservation is a imajor element of
Energy Awareness Week, but it is not
the only element involved.
We are in the midst of a very serious
energy problem. It's not a crisis, but is
a problem that could go into a crisis
unless proper and resolute action is
taken. And it is extremely important
that all of us be aware of the problem
and some of the solutions possible.
And, we must be aware that there are
solutions which may be found in the
next century which will not be easily
and quickly found. Nuclear fusion is one
of these. Large scale solar is another.
It is a fact that as a nation we are
confused about the state of the energy
situation. We must be aware of this as a
basis for our action.
The truth is that no one has positive
proof about what the future will bring.
But certain things are known within
certain limits. Just a little while ago,
there were sincere, if not dire
predictions of a world oil shortage by
the late 1980's and this may still hap-
pen.
The recent discoveries in Mexico
have brightened the future to some
degree. But, we must be aware that
these findings will not solve our oil
shortage and import problems although
it may help. We must continue to be
Bible Thought
"Jesus answered them, ad said My
doctrine is not mine but his that
sent me." John 7:16
lest). was lotaliy ohen: to His
I ather s eternal )i.Jrpose, He never
sought to m•titute any ne..s doctrines
Vul Cod s people today must be in
trial obedience to the Word of Cod
and to all the doctrines of Cod
r WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congresgTtnal switchboard. 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington. D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office. 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
'Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators maybe reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of thee State Capitol Building.
Frankfort. Ky. 40601 Home
addresses of state legislators






aware of the need for conservation
among other things.
The outlook for natural gas may be
improved with fewer restrictions on
price at the wellhead, by future
Mexican supplies, by outer continental
shelf finds and by increased imports of
liquefied natural gas. But we must still
be aware that our want will still exceed
supply and natural gas will be short for
many purposes.
Coal is fortunately abundant as a fuel
in Kentucky and elsewhere. Yet, we
must be aware that while there are
opportunities in coal there are also
problems to be solved.
There are problems of safety,
reclamation, transportation, en-
vironmental pollution and capital
availability to name, but a few. These
can be solved in time, but not in just a
moment. But there are opportunities to
convert coal to other forms of energy -
oil and gas for example - and serious
consideration must be given to this.
Electricity is a mainstay of our way
of life. There are some reliable
observers who are predicting shortages
of electricity in some parts of the
country for 1985, due to the slowdown in
construction of generating facilities.
Others say the slowdown is warranted
and that we must not overbuild. We
must be aware of the facts and the
consequences of both courses of action.
Decisions about this must be founded
in reason rather than emotion.
We must be aware that conservation
is the quickest and cheapest way to
make additional energy available for
production purposes. And conservation
must be practiced in the plant, the
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Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a pralem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I heard from a friend
that there was a proposal in Congress
that would add more mental health
care coverage to the Medicare
program. Is there such a bill or
proposal; and, if so, is it making
headway or has it already been tossed
out? — H.W.
On Sept. 20, the Ways and Means
Subcommittee on Health completed
consideration of H.R. 3990, the
Medicare Amendments of 1979. As
approved, the bill incorporates many
provisions of legislation offered by
Chairman Pepper and many members
of the Aging Committee to expand
home health care under Medicare.
Under the proposal, the Part A prior
hospitalizatice requirement, the visit
limits and the $60 deductible would he
eliminated. Reimbursement would be
allowed for services in qualified
community mental health centers, and
the annual "cap" on outpatient
psychiatric care would be raised from
8250 to $750, with copayrnents for
mental health care reduced from 50
percent to 20 percent of the reasonable
Riarges. Outpatient psychological
services would be covered under Part B
If referred by a physician, and the need
for occupational therapy would be





1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, Mt
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In reviewing 12 years from the end of World War I. until 192').
mention should be made of the effects of the Volstead Amendment
upon our people. The prohibition amendment became effectis,
in July, 1919. Although the tragedy of alcoholism had never pre-
viously been recognized as a county problem of the first magnitilde.
as it had been a "dry" county since before the turn of the century.
Admittedly, alcoholic beverage's were shipped into Murray by Rail-
way Express for years. So had bootlegging been an unlawful activity
and a source of constant nuisance to our legal system. With all
avenues for manufacturing and dispensing of alcoholic beverages
dried up with the Volstead Act, the determined users of the drink
fostered the development of the moonshine industry in Calloway.
Small stills sprouted over Calloway County with the fecunclit%
of sassafras bushes during the 20's! Successful small units gave
encouragement to the construction of larger stills and production far
surpassed capacity of local consumption. Consequently, the market
was extended until it reached the dimensions of passenger car loads
regularly leaving the east side of the county destined for (you
guessed it) Detroit. "-Competition between small distilleries was
keen, often resulting in tragic disagreements. As many as 200 moon-
shine stills operatcdin this county going into the Great Depression.
according to figures given to this source of narration. Stills operate.'
within one mile of the university campus and one within a long
city block of the school. Youths began sipping on the "moon" in
alarming numbers, greater in proportion, maybe, than ever before
indulged by this community. In fact, to the extent that it reached
the magnitude parents and officials consolidated every known effort
to bring it to a halt. But to no avail. It apparently had to run its
tragic course.
Probably another vice originated in the bone dry era that
should be recorded for posterity; that was the consumption of
Jamaica Ginger, a flavoring extract. Case after case of "jake" found
its way into our county and was dispensed for as little as 25 cents a
botile at its introduction to as high as $I for four ounces before it ran
its violent course.. "Jake", effects fell like a pestilence across the
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caN Be RilTaBle...
HEARTLINE: lam a male, age 63. I
have been on full Social Security
disability since April 30,1978. Will I be
eligible for Medicare on April 30, 1980?
Also, my wife will be 62 on June 21, 1980.
I understand she can draw Social
Security benefits at that age. Since she
has been a housewife and has not
earned any Social Security credits,
what portion of my.Social Security can
she collect at ages 62-65? — L.L.
Yes, you will be eligible for Medicare
in April of 1900, since it will have been
24 months since you became eligible for
Social Security disability. You should
apply for Medicare in January.
Your wife would be eligible for Social
Security wife's benefits as early as age
62. The percentage of your benefits
Which she would receive would vary
depending on her age at the time she
applied for wife's benefits. The per-
centages are as follows: age 62 — 75
percent of one-half of her husband's
unreduced benefit; age 63 — 83.4
percent of one-half of her husband's
Agree Or ..\.()1
unreduced benefit; age 64 — 91.7
percent of one-half of her husband's
unreduced benefit; age 65 — 50 percent
of her husband's unreduced benefit.
HEARTLINE: I am a crippled
veteran of WW II and have no way of
paying my bills, etc., except by Rural
Route mail. My question is: Is an
R.F.D. carrier supposed to stop and
pick up letters in an approved mailbox
if he doesn't have any Mail to leave at
that box? I have been told he isn't
required to stop and pickothem up. If so,
then why do they put flags on the
mailboxes for you to raise if you have
outgoing mail? Thanks for finding this
out for me. — M.G.
We checked with postal authorities
and it appears that you were le-
correctly informed. Your mailman is
required to stop at your mailbox and
pick up your mail if the flag on your box
is raised. If he isn't doing so, contact
your postmaster. We are sure a simple
friendly call will clear up the problem.
By S.C. Van Curon
_entuckians Have
Spoken Loudly
FRANKFORT — Kentuckians have
spoken, and loud.
In both the Democrat primary and
the general election vote, Kentuckians
rejected the established political
machines in favor of a new face, John
Y. Brown Jr., successful businessman.
Some political writers see this
rejection as an order from the people
for the two parties to reorganize with
new faces in the lead.
Democrats in the primary said they
didn't want the continuation of the
Julian Carroll regime. His candidate
ran third.
Breaking political tradition, Brown
never made the Usual promises of
goodies for all parts of Kentucky, or
favors to friends and the party faithful.
Brown maintains he is a free man.
In a way, Kentuckians hung on to
tradition. They turned out the factional
Democrats who had been in power for
two successive terms as governor. As
lieutenant governor. Carroll had
succeeded Wendell H. Ford when Ford
went to the U.S. Senate. Although
Carroll ran as lieutenant governor in
the primary on an opposition faction
from Ford, they came to terms and
Carroll was elected governor to con-
tinue some of Ford's supporters in
appointive places in government.
Other observers see the change as
one of changing generations in Ken-
tucky politics. Some forecast that new
faces will appear on the scene as
candidates as well as changes in
leadership roles on down to the county
level in parties.
The Brown landslide certainly
forecasts rebuilding of a shattered
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Republican party. If Brown keeps his
post-election promise of taking
government out of the hands of
organized politics, it will mean the
rebuilding of both parties.
This means that a lot of new faces will
appear in Frankfort before the end of
next year. These new faces will be in
appointive positions as commissioners,
directors and other such posts.
Any new governor wants his own
team in these positions to carry through
his program. These people will be in
policy making positions. The public
should not fear because there will be
plenty of career state employees in
every department to carry through the
routine government services. These
employes are covered by the merit
system.
Brown's first chore after he takes
over December 11 will be preparation
of the biennieum budget, but the routine
part of this is in the making through the
Finance and Revenue Departments.
Budget requests of all departments are
already in. This portion of the budget is
always the largest for it provides for
the normal operation. Brown's choice
will be where he wants to put that little
portion of the budget left over. He also
must establish his preferences for
allocations to certain departments to
carry out his program.
The budget for this biennium that
closes next June 30 is ;7.5 billion.
Brown's new budget will be.in excess of
$8 billion.
Brown faces a money shortage in the
highway department for the -next 10
years of about $300 million a year ac-
cording to that department's experts.
While the price of gasoline has gone
up, the amount of tax has dropped
below expectations because of the oil
crisis. All the while, the cost of main-
tenance is increasing with inflation.
Maintenance is the largest cost in the
road system.
There are two things Brown is going
, to find out early in his ad-
ministration...there is not, and never
has been enough money to build all the
roads people want, and educators
always ask for more money than is
available.
Brown has indicated he is going to
make some economy moves by keeping
down the number of state employes and
by eliminating the pork-barrel of
personal service contracts as much as
possible.
.lie will_bethe only_governor welavy
for the next foui., years, ani it 1s up to




American Legion Post 73 presented a
parade yesterday, Veterans Day,
honoring the dead of the American
Wars. Roy Folsom headed a committee
to organize and put on the parade.
Deaths reported include Louisa
PaErukeern, 
Wesson, Detta Morris, and
Robin Roney of the Calloway County
High School Speech Club placed
superior at the Speech and Debate




The of the Murray Fire
Fighters have organized the Murray
Firettes %sith Lily Boren as president.
Births reported include a boy, Jason
Scott, to Mr. and Mrs. Leo Blair on Nov.
8.
Cal Luther, athletic director and head
basketball coach at Murray State
University, gave a preview of this
year's basketball team at the meeting
of the Murray Lions Club held at the
Murray Woman's Club House. He was
introduced by Robert Hendon.
20 Years Ago
Fish biologists from Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississippi, the Tennessee
Valley Authority, the University of
Louisville, and the U. S. Wildlife
representatives from the U. S.
Geological Survey and TVA Hydraulic
Dam Laboratory are meeting today at
Murray State College to evaluate
studies made during the last year to
determine if rockfish can thrive and
reproduce in Kentucky Lake.
Deaths reported inclade Amos
Hopkins, 68.
Charles Dunn Scarborough, son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Scarborough and
graduate of Murray Training School, is
a student in the school of medicine at
Washington University, St. Imuis, Mo..
Births reported include a girl,
Nov.Leean na. 
. to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dick on
In high school basketball games Cuba
beat New Concord, Kirksey beat
Lowes,_ Alrno beat Hazel, and Lyon
Countyi beat Lynn Grove. High scorers
were Seay and Stewart for Cuba, Smith
for NewConcord, Edwards for Kirksey,
Sledd for Lowes, Lamb for AIM°, Erwin
for Hazel, McDaniel for Lyon County, -
and Williams for Lynn Grove.
30 Years Ago
Fifty-five 4-H and FFA boys and their
fathers were guests on Nov. 10 of the
Murray Rotary Club at the Murray
Woman's Club House. All of the boys
were Junior Dairy Project members
and own or take care of one or more
registered dairy cows. Robert Lamb,
Rotary president, presided.
Nine high schools will be represented
at the Quad-State Music Festival at
Murray State College on Nov. 21 with
Josiah Darnall and Joseph Golz • as
leaders.
William Smith, Mary Ann Under-
wood, 0. B. Boone, Jr., Janice Miller,
Susie King, Betty West, Charlotte
Roberts, Gene Cathey, Jean Farris,
Tletty Thurman, Pat Darnell, Jimmie
Love, Martha Jean Stegner, Jimmie
Lee Thomason, Walter Moser, and
Letitia Maupin .are members of the
staff of the Murray High School annual
staff for 1449-50.
Births reported include a boy to Mr..
and Mrs. Jack Proctor on Nov. 7, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Barber Carroll on Nov.
8, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John S. Morse
on Nov. 8, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Grady Watson on Nov. 9.
Rachel Rowland, county home
demonstration agent, is attending the
annual meeting of the Kentucky Home
Economics Association being held at
Lexington.
WRITE A LETTER
i,errers II, the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters roust be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verifieation. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should. be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
andereshst7uld be on topics of general
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
litnit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions:
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be,a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and:
a reader feels that th s issue ?nuts:iv.
the attention of the general public,
letter td the editai...or
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READ-A-THON PAYOFF: Nine of the 33 third and fourth grade students at Carter
Elementary School who participated in the Read-A-Thon sponsored in October by the
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club are shown as they turned in their con-
tributions from sponsors at the end of the reading period. Each youngster lined up
sponsors who agreed to contribute a specific amount for each week they would read
during the month to the Kentucky Association for Retarded Citizens. The children,
seated from the left, are: Tracy Banks, Pam Prescott and Jennifer Rayburn. Standing
from the left, are Mark Galloway, Carl Keeslar, Jeff Summerville, David McDowell, Deb-
bie Rutledge and Dana Anderson. Representing the Zeta Department in the collection
process were Dorothy (Mrs. George Ed) Overbey, left, and Ruth (Mrs. Codie) Caldwell.
Slain Trooper Inspires Youth
By NANCY SHULINS
Associated Press Writer
HODGENVILLE, Ky. t AP)
— Eddie Harris was so im-
pressed by the Kentucky State
Police trooper who stopped
him for speeding 10 years ago
that he decided he wanted to
be a trooper, too.
When he reached his goal
three years later, his role
model, Trooper James Evans,
was there to shake his hand.
And last week, when Harris
bectame the twentieth state
trooper killed in the line of
duty, Evans was among the
hundreds who crowded into
the First Baptist Church of
Hodgenville to say goodbye.
It was his love of the job that
Evans recalled most about
Harris, 29, whose seven-year
law enforcement career ended
Wednesday night when he was
fatally shot by someone he had
stopped for speeding.
Harris left his wife Brenda
and three children — two sons
and a daughter, ages 2, 7, and
10.
No arrests have been made.
But police are looking for a 22-
year-old Elizabethtown man,
Clyde Daniel Graham, whose
wallet was found in the car
that had been driven into a
ditch a few miles from where
the shooting took place.
The incident has triggered
an intensive investigation, but
police paused Saturday to
attend the funeral of the man
they described as a 24-hour
police officer, a man who was
never off duty.
The state troopers, local
Management Lecture
William 1.. Wearly, board
chairman and chief executive
officer of Ingersoll-Rand
Company, will deliver the
annual Distinguished Lecture
in Management at Murray -
State University Thursday,
Nev. 15, immediately
following a 6:30 p.m. buffet
dinner in the Student Center.
The lecture is sponsored by
the university's Department
of Management and the Four
Rivers Manufacturing
Council.
police and county sheriffs
from Kentucky, Indiana and
Ohio filled the balcony and
basement of the little church.
When there was no more
room, others stood outside in
the November chill to pay
-their respects..
His death is a crime
against all decency and honor,
a stunning blow to our sense of
righteousness," the Rev.
Isaac McDonald told mour-
ners.
But he asked them to be
'grateful for "the good
example this fine young man
gave us. He leaves behind an
endless trail of memories of
which we have no shame."
Mrs. Harris, a slender,
redhaired woman, sat silently
through the service clutching
her husband's uniform hat.
But later, as she was escorted
from Harris' final resting
place on a Hodgenville hillside
• overlooking the highway
where he died, she wiped
away tears.
Evans said that as a
teenager, Harris "was the
king of the hotrodders. He
liked to speed and spin his
wheels. And each time I
caught him he'd talk to me
about becoming a trooper."
"He wanted to be on the
state police force because he
felt they were the best."
Evans said when he first
learned of Harris's death "I
couldn't help but think that
maybe if I'd left him alone, let
him go the other route, he'd be
alive today."
"But he did his job so well,
he loved his work so much,
that no, I don't regret it,"
Evans said.
Harris' colleagues recalled
his dedication, his caution and
his enthusiasm ' for police
work.
"He was one of the best in
the state. He talked about his
work all the time," said
trooper Alan Archer of-Nelson
City.
"There was none better,'"
said trooper John Shipp of
Elizabethtown.
There was evidence that
Harris' other co-workers
agreed. Recently, the men at
the Elizabethtown post were
asked to select a trooper of the
year, the man who best
Captain D's
Buy One Get One For 996
$1130 $3111„..
Wise
now only al salt. cieming CesitteriDal
GoodAtitirrayOnly
*!•.130.0dnulf Nov. 16, 1979
typified the ideals of the state
police.
They surveyed their ranks
And cast their ballots for the
king of the hotrodders, trooper
Eddie Harris.
New Generation Of America's Food
Cooperatives Takes Over Supermarket
By ANDREW O'CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
NEW HAVEN, Conn. AP
— The Food Fair sign still
towers Over the parking lot,
but inside the vast super-
market one of America's new
generation of food
cooperatives has unplugged
the soft music and taken over.
The New Haven Food Co-op,
which moved into the boar-
dedup_building last month, is
replacing the manager's of-
fice and vending-machine
area with a library and a day-
care center.
- The Co-op has a van for
transporting elderly shoppers,
posters explaining food ad-
ditives, a delicatessen serving
knishes and pickled herring;
and, in the tradition of most
food cooperatives started in
the 1970s, a wide selection of
wholewheat spaghetti and
organic peanut butter. •
But perhaps most important
for many of the 3,500 people
who are members of the Co-
op, it offers a discount of up to
12 percent in exchange for 12
hours of work each year.
Although cooperatives have
been around as long there has
been commerce, two periods
in the past century produced a
burst of new food cooperatives
in the United States: The
1930s, when the nation was in a
depression, and the 1970s.
Frederic K. Gammons, the
72-year-old treasurer of
Cooperative Consumers of
New Haven, a food
cooperative that has been
incorporated since 1937, sees a
pattern.
"It seems to be a consensus
among us that the times are
right for a greater pressure
for co-ops," he said. -We feel
times are getting harder."
There are 920 well-
established food cooperatives




Cooperative League of the
United States of America
which says the number is still
growing.
A rising interest in
cooperatives, for food,
housing and other necessities,




The bank, located in
Washington, is currently
establishing its operating
rules. It will function in much
the same way as the farm and
utility: cooperatives that were
started in the Depression.
Cooperatives will be
required to bay stock in the
bank when they take out loans.
Ultimately the cooperatives
will control the, bank's stock
and board of directors, taking
the bank out of the hands of
the federal government.
"If we're going to attempt to
deal with inflation and
decrease the price spread
between the producer and the
consumer, coops are one way
to do it," said John Ward, a
spokesman for the bank.
The bank was established,





Tom Ballow, a 33-yeir7old
Yale graduate who helped
start the New Haven Food Co-
op and now works for the New
England Cooperative Training
Institute in New Haven, said
the co-op probably would have
found it easier to move to its
new location with the aid of
such a bank.
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars it trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.





SHOP EARLY FOR GIFTS THAT GIVE ALL YEAR





High Power! Superb Sound!
From the handsome front panel to the precision "fluid feel" tuning
control, the STA-95 is a solid buy' Complete taping facilities let you
control up to three tape decks 45 watts per channel, minimum RMS at
8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.08% total harmonic




Patrolman' CB-60 by Realistic
Hear all 40 CB channels or monitor police and fire
calls, aircraft, National Weather Service. And enjoy






Calculator with 4-Key Memory
EC-219 by Radio Shack
Save lini)Reg. 
27% ow 14.95
A small price for a lot of calculating power!
Eight digit display with floating decimal,









4 6PP54 95 Wake to AM, FM or a pleasant ''beep" alarm. Bigfluorescent display with am and pm indicators.Sleep control gives you a timed "serenade" todoze off to. 24-hour alarm setting. 12-1513
RADIO SHACK HAS OVER 7000 STORES IN USA AND CANADA!
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
9:30 - 8:00 Mon.-Sat.
9:30 - 6:00 Saturday













PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL:STORES
?mar. 0 I nr. OIL whit t LEUtAthi& I IMES, bloaday, November 12, 19/9
`Y.
Wide the Soviet Union is
leading the vvorld again this
%ear in total v% heat production
%kith 85 million metric tons.
the !II: ure indicates nearl a 30
percelit decline from the
t.S H's 1978 output.
Heating Water In Home Can Parks Has High Grade Lime
Account 15 Percent Of Bill




Hot water in a home is often
taken for granted, but the
heating of that water can
account_ for 15 percent of the
total residential energy bill.
Choosing the proper size
water heating unit and
preventing heat loss from trot
Water tanks and supply lines
can save energy.
. The cost of heating water is
controlled by three factors:
amount of hot water used,
temperature of the water, and
heat loss from the hot water
system..
For example, the longer a
person stays in the shower,
and the . higher the water
temperature, the more hot
water will be used, thus in-
creasing the cost. Hot water
usage is also dependent on
other factors, such as the
number of bathrooms, the size
of the family and the water-




units are usally gas, electric
or oil operated. They are rated
in terms of tank size, rate of
heat input, - maximum
estimated hot water usage per
hour, and recovery of
reheating capacity in gallons
per hour.
AD oversized unit uses
energy to keep unneeded
water hot; an undersized unit
can-not supply a sufficient
amount of hot water. Quick
recovery units tend to en-
.courage greater use of hot
water -since an unlimited
supply is available.
FARM OR INVESTMENT PROPERTY! 100 acres,
gentle rolling farm land with 80 acres tillable.
Located within 2 miles of city limits of Murray.
Would make excellent investment for fanning or





641 North across from Boston Tea Partv
Phone 753-7411 Around the Clock
OR CALL
NIE KENNON 434-5474
LOU ANN PNILPOT 7534443
ION TALENT 753-9891
El FEIMIN 753-3921
A fuel conservation tip from Amoco
Shut 'ern off!
It usually takes much less fuel to re-start an engine
than to let it idle. With fuel in short supplewe can no
longer afford to let engines stand idling,itave fuel...
and money! Shut 'ern off when they're not working.











We'd love to see you in person every time you bank
with us. But you're busy. We know that. That's why
we offer Bank-By-Mail. We'll provide you with
mailing envelopes and deposit slips. You mail them
in with your deposit. We'll send back the receipt.




For most families of four, a
40 to 50 gallon gas or electric
water heater should be large
enough unless an automatic
washer is used frequently. A
reliable heating and plumbing
contractor can best determine
the size and type tank needed
in the home.
A thermostat setting of 110
to 120 degrees F on a water
heater is sufficient if there is
no dishwasher or if you are not
washing baby diapers. A
setting tat 140 degrees F is
recommended if there is a
dishwasher or a baby's
diapers are being laundered in
the house.
Keeping the hot water
controls on 'a water heater at
110 to 140 degrees F or
"normal" can save a con-
siderable amount of energy.
Temperatures over 140




And Supply Lines '
Heat loss from a hot water
heater and supply lines can
mount up. Reduce heat loss
from an electric water heater
by wrapping foil-backed batt
• or blanket insulation around
and Oter the shellof the tank.
This is n6t cecommended for
gas water heaters. However,
.there are. not water heater
insulation kits that can be
used for either electric or gas-
fired water heaters if the
installation instruction are
followed carefully.
Pipe insulation is needed
especially where piped run
through unheated areas, such
as basements or crawl spaces.
Several types of insulation for
wrapping or covering pipes
are now available. Insulate
cold-water pipes as well in
these areas to reduce ,the
chance of winter freeze-up.
Electric heat tapes may be
necessary in cases where
pipes are exposed to extreme
cold. Heat tape must be in-
stalled carefully. A tape
should never overlap itself, or
it could short and result in a
fire. The tape should be
spirally wrapped around a
water piper and secured in
position with duct tape.
Finally, the pipe and tape
should be covered with in-
sulation.
A leaking hot-water faucet
is an energy waster and
should be repaired im-
mediately. The replacement
of a washer is a simple ,
operation. A faucet that leaks
one drip per second wastes,
2,400 gallons of water each
year..That's enough to-run 160
full cycles on an automatic
dishwasher.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
If one thermostat is used
in your home for temperature
control, it should be centrally
located on an interior..wall in
the main living area. Don't
put thermostats near heating •
ducts, under strong lights or
next to a heat source. Keep
them away from drafts and
outside doors. According to
the Extension energy
conservation specialist with
UK's College of Agriculture,
.your. .thermostat. is off tint
one degree. it .can affect your






















• Inspect and rotate four tires • Set caster,
Camber, and toe to proper alignment . Inspect
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light trucks C




A tip from railroad officials
steered Max Parks, of Parks
Grain Co. Hazel, to a high
grade of lime that aids soil.
This dolomite lime, con-
taining magnesium and
calcium carbonate, is
produced from zinc mines and
is extremely valuable to bean
and corn farmers, Parks said.
The lune, uniform in size,
raises the Ph level in the soil
while neutralizing the acidity.
Parks said he learned of the
lime from railroad people. He
added he thinks that this is the
first shipment of this kind of
lime in Calloway County.
"This is the very best lime
you can buy," Parks said. He
added one and one-half tons of
the dolomite lime equals two
tons of other lime.
Parks said he feels as soon
as his customers become
acquainted with the dolomite
lime, they only will order it.
Parks said the price per ton
is 912.50 but added the lime
allows farmers "to do more by
using less."
LIME — This pile of dolomite lime, a lime that is mined from zinc "Ones, recently has
- been sent to Parks Grain in Hazel. The lime contains calcium carbonate and magnesium
that raises the Ph level in the soil while neutralizing the acidity.
WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.
AUTO SERVICE CENTER
The U.S. bepaitnent of
Agriculture estimates the 1979
domestic cotton crop at 14.2
million bales — a -half million
more than predicted and up 31
percent from last year's crop.
50% of the estate you leave
may never 
get to your family.
/191.7e4161 '







104 N 4111 753-8170




* YOUR CHOICE *
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL
WORK.
• WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU
AUTHORIZE.
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS.
• WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE
WARRANTY NATIONWIDE •
Prolong Tire Life...Boost MPG!
LIFETIME` ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT
You only pay (Nicol From then on, we II align your
car's front end at no charge. every 5.000 miles or
,,,didaenever its needed — for as long as you own your
— car. No problems. No hassle No fooling
Most U S made cars Front
wheel drive vehicles and
Chevedall extra Foreign Cars
at Our option
LIFETIME ALIGNMENT - For as long as you own your car, we will recheck
and align the front end, needed. every 6 months or 5000 miles - or when-
' ever needed Valid only al the Goodyear Service Store where purchased
Offer does not cover the teoiacerneni 01..tires,andfor parts that.becorne worn
or damaged Agreement void if service work attecting the alignment is per-
formed by any Other outlet
PROTECT MOVING PARTS




• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• Includes light trucks
• Please call for appointment
• Inciudes up to hrf Quarts
meow brand 10 30 oil





serierces ertra if needed.2-WIIIIL FRONT DISC ,.../ . 4-111111 Et 1111/11: .nstal new
new frOnt Drell, pads anO 
brake lining. aif 4 wheels •
grease seals • 
Resurfece front ,. ken front grease seals • ee.
rotors • Olepac a front 
...fleet."' surfer e drums- • Recrack front(10•1 rfOf ISnclude reef wheelS, '
:17,ratr:As, • rt,n,SAlec f.c a Ized r smtn,da sbesafrern,gs. •4144InfLpied, f hydea,eJ,
• 114031 Li S cars most °afar, 
rotota VW
Warranted 12 months or 12,000 
miles 






A78-13 bier kwall plus 1 69 ft T












































Smooth-Riding Power Streak 78
2for$4390
4,,13 13 ti arSwali plus 5413 Fit










C78.14 $1400 II 6/
171-14 574 00 $272
678-14 $7700 $238
1178-14 114 00 $2 61
G78 15 $82 00 42 44
578 IS $83 00 $266












PAIN CHU' It ore sell out of your sire we ill issue you a raw cherls assurfne Mum delivery at the adrerttsed prir
Just Say 'Charge It
=acme Goodyear Revolving
- • Charge Account
-•, to put Our Own Customer
Mt . • y i•• • American I ',press
ai 1 • Arta I , • Cash
*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted for at least 90
days pr 3,000 miles, whictrver comes first — many
services, much longer. If warranty service is ever
required, go to the Goodyear Service Store where
the original work was performed. and we'll fix it,
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Eastern's Victory REALLY Scrambles Playoff Picture
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Ttmeo Sports Maur
Even with an eight-game winning
streak, an already-clinched tie for the
Ohio Valley Conference title and a
chance for a 9-1-1 season, Murray
State's post-season football picture is
still scrambled.
The Racers were on horizontal hold
this weekend with an open date, but a
game that might help them tune in to
their playoff chances took place Satur-
day. And it had a surprising result.
Eastern Kentucky, the only team still
with a chance to tie Murray for the OVC
title, defeated Jackson State, the na-
tion's second-ranked Division 1-AA
team.
So if the playoff possibilities were a
bit confusing before last weekend, they
are approaching zaniness now.
Grambling, ranked No. 1, won and
should retain its hold on the top spot
when the rankings are released tomor-
row.
But Jackson is certain to fall, and
that means Murray, currently No. 4, is
the logical choice to move to No. 3
behind Boston University, which should
move to No. 2.
Eastern Kentucky rooters, however,
may believe their Colonels, now No. 5,
should be even or ahead of the Racers.
Murray State coach Mike Gottfried,
though, wasn't about to be caught up in
the verbal tug-of-war over who is, or
isn't, best.
"It didn't matter to me who won," he
said in reference to the Eastern
Kentucky-Jackson games "I still feel
like we control our own destiny. I think
if we beat Western Kentucky, things
will take care .of themselves."
Division 1-AA
How They Fared
No. 1 Grambling defeated South Carolina State 22-15.
No. 2 Jackson State lost to Eastern Kentucky 27-21.
No. 3 Boston University defeated Connecticut 16-12.
No. 4 Murray State did not play.
No. 5 Eastern Kentucky defeated Jackson State 27-21.
No. 6 Montana State defeated North Colorado 20-10.
No. 7 Lehigh defeated Maine 12-6.
No. 8 Alcorn State defeated Prairie View 19-0.
No. 9 Massachusetts lost to Holy Cross 20-18.
No. 10 Nevado-Reno lost to Boise State 28-27.
No. 10 New Hampshire lost to Springfield 34-14.
But the guesswork among others con-
tinues. With only the three regional ber-
ths — broken down geographically —
and an at-large berth open for playoff
hopefuls, late-season rankings can
become,krucial.
Unless it stumbles in one of its two re-
maining regular-season games,
Grambling appears to be the bet for the
South Region i of which Murray and
Eastern are members) berth. Should
that happen, the at-large berth would
be the Racers' only ticket on the post-
season train. Ditto for Eastern.
Eastern's remaining conference
game is at Morehead Saturday. Mur-
ray travels to Bowling Green to face
Western, a team it has beaten 16 times
in 45 meetings. The Racers lost 14-6 to
the Hilltoppers last season.
"We know if we lose to Western our
season is over," Gottfried said. "I
guess that's why we haven't given
much thought to playoffs. 'First, we





By the Associated Press
Coach Charles McClendon of LSU, after Tigers
held No. 1 Alabama to 3-0 victory Saturday night: "We
came to win, not to go out and play just to look good."
Coach Bear Bryant of Alabama, after recording
his 100th victory of this decade: "I didn't win one of
them myself. My teams have won all the games,
whether its 5, 10 or 100. Not me, them."
Coach Emory Bellard of Mississippi State, after
14-3 loss to Auburn: "Everytime we got inside the 10,
all the wheels seemed to fall off. We had all the oppor-
tunities a team needs to win, but we couldn't put it in
the end zone."
Coach Chprley Pell of Florida, after Georgia mov-
ed step closer to Sugar Bowl with 33-10 victory:
"Georgia is a fine football team. I hope they go to the
Sugar Bowl. They certainly deserve it."
Coach George Macintyre of Vanderbilt after a 29-
10 loss to Kentucky: "It's a shame. We turned it over
and made some bad plays on offense and that cost us
the game. We were just not very crisp."
Tennessee running back Hubert Simpson, after
scored four TDs in 40-18 victory over Notre Dame: -We
were psyched up more than they were. I guess they
thought they were going to come down here and just
blow us out."
When asked his opinion on talk in
Richmond about Eastern's chance of a
playoff spot ahead of Murray despite its
convincing loss to the Racers, Gottfried
said: "That's the only thing they
( Eastern) really have to talk about."
Asked about the effect of the open
date on his team, Gottfried said he had
mixed emotions. "You always like "to
keep on playing whin things are going
well," he said. "But the week away
from a game has given a lot of bruises
time to heal. I think those things even
out."
Some of Gottfried's assistants spent
time last week recruiting as the high
school season winds to a close. Too, the
players were given Monday and Tues-
day off.
Now, though, all minds are on
Western Kentucky. "It might take a lit-
tle longer to get our intensity up
through the week after having the time
off," said Gottfried. "But we all -know
what a loss will do. We'll be ready."
Though there's no doubt to Kenny Woods (55) as to
where Murray State should be ranked, it is a bit uncer-
tain what effect Eastern Kentucky's victory over No. 2
Jackson will have on the poll. The Racers are currently
fourth, while Eastern is fifth.
Staff photo by Tony Wised
Name's Changed; But Style The Same
By the Associated Press
When he was the center of attention at UCLA in the 1960s,
he was the trigger for oneof the best fastbreakin the college
game.
NBA ROUNDUP
Lew Alcindor has since changed his name, but not his style.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar is the big gun on the Los Angeles
Lakers these days, as everyone knows, and still has that
fastbreak in high gear. Like Sunday night, when the Lakers
defeated the Cleveland Cavaliers 140-126 in the National
Basketball Association and improved their receGein the
Pacific Division to a nifty 11-4.
* "We're committed to the fastbreak this season," said the
Lakers' interim coach, Paul Westhead, "and we're running
and passing and scoring."
About Abdul-Jabbar :
"The more I see him, the more I appreciate his
unselfishness. We're playing team basketball. The guys are
trying to help each other all over the floor."
Abdul-Jabbar seconds the motion.
The difference this year is that people are passing more
and trying to get open. The team is made up of different in-
dividuals and we try to pass for the open shots."
In other NBA action, Phoenix defeated Denver 116-91 and
Portland trimmed Kansas City 112-109.
Jamaal Wilkes scored 25 points to lead Los Angeles'
balanced attack. The Lakers, who led nearly all the way,
made their first 11 field goal attempts en route to a 23-17 ad-
- vantage after six minutes of play. It was 43-26 after one
quarter and 75-65 at halftime.
As Nicklaus' Career Nears End,
Cook Seems To Be Replacement
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
Just as the wires are humming with
reports that Jack Nicklaus will be
building more golf courses than he is
destroying next season, in walks a
towhead youngster cai'rying a sheathed
driver.
"Hi," he said quite amiably, "I'm
John Cook."
Old codgers who used to walk in the
wake of a fairway-splitting Ben Hogan,
a charging Arnold Palmer and a
magnificent, record-setting Nicklaus
might imagine they were seeing
another page turned in the annals of
tournament golf.
Cook is 22, a former amateur
champion, blond, slender, im-
maculately groomed and bubbling with
confidence. He has just earned his PGA
Tgur card and is ready to set out
January in pursuit of the pot of gold.
The parallel of ha budding career
and that of the 39-year-old all-time
champion, Nicklaus, who admittedly is
winding down the competitive phase of
the game, is astounding.
Young Cook, like Big Jack, is a native
of Columbus, Ohio. Cook, like Nidclaus,
attended Ohio State, won the U.S.
Amateur Championship and recently
bought a condominium overlooking
Nicklaus' Mtdrfield golf course.
He has signed to play the same brand
of clubs — MacGregor — that Nicklaus
has used throughout his 17 years on the
tour.
"My aim,", said conk,,!'is to be a
striker of the ball, _as Ben Hogan and
Nicklaus were. They always have been
my heroes. I don't want to ,be a
atinunbler."
Cook departed Sunday for Morocco,
where he will play in a tournament
sponsored by King Hassan. Then he will
fly to Perth, Australia, and to New
Zealand for two tournaments before
returning home to tackle the winter
tour, starting with the Bob Hope Classic
in Palm Springs, Calif., in early
January.
His plan is to play the first five
tournaments, skip Tucson, then pick up
the Los Angeles Open. In most cases, he
will have to qualify on Mondays with
the "rabbits."
He has a $30,000 stake to start with, a
no-strings-attached gift of his grand-
father, and a built-in advisor-agent, his
dad, who is in the athlete-management
field.
"Dad has managed some of the
leading race driver's for years," Cook
said. "He has Mario Andrettl, Johnny
Rutherford and Al Unser, among
others. He should be able to handle
me."
John's grandfather is an affluent
farmer and construction magnate in
Columbus. It's figured that at least
$30,000 is needed as a grub stake for the
tour. John's supporters want him to go
first dass.
"They say if you have to eat hot dogs,
you play like nne," Cook said. .
Cook started playing golf seriously
when he was 15, falling under the
tutelage of former U. S. Open champion
Ken Ventlfti. He was a leading
amateur, three times All-American in
college and winner of the U. S. Amateur
- is1-10/Sr -
"Because I was always around
racing people, I started racing
motorcycles when I was 12," he said. ','I
had a Porsche when I was 16. One dLEY
on a motorcycle, I made sharp turn, hit
a rock and went flying. I tore my foot
open. That was enough for me."
Three Murrayans
Complete Marathon
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Three local run-
ners competed in Sunday's Metro
Marathon, and for Nancy Strankman, it
was first-time experience.
Strakman, a graduate student in
biology at Murray State, ran in her first
race, completing the 26-mile, 385-yard
course over the river roads along the
Ohio River in 5:02.
Kevin Perryman, a 1977 MSU
graduate, finished 71st of the over-600
finishers in 2:55.18. Adam Lanning, an




Murray State's women's basketball
team will hold an intra-squad scrirn-
mage Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the MSU
-Sports Arena.
The Racers, who open their season
Friday in the Missouri Western Tip-Off
Tournatnent, wilt host The Public and
press for a "get acquained" gathering
at 6:30p.m.
Admiesion is free. -
The Cavaliers closed to within four points on three occa-
sions in the third quarter, the last time at 83-79 midway
through the period. But Norm Nixon fired in three jump shots
and Wilkes made a layup to make it 91-79 and Cleveland
wasn't closer than six points after that.
Suns 116, Nuggets 91 — Leonard "Truck" Robinson scored
13 of his game-high 26 points in the third quarter, including
nine in a row, to ignite Phoenix past Denver. The Suns moved
from a 50-36 halftime lead to one that reached 31 points in the
fourth quarter as they rolled to their 10th victory in 16
outings.
"This is the first time in three games that we were ag-
gressive and it paid off," said Phoenix Coach John MacLeod.
"We started to move the ball a lot better in the second
quarter and when that movement came, so did the points and
the rebounds."
Trail Blazers 112, Kings 109 — Maurice Lucas scored a
season-high 22 points — 18 in the second half — and Bob Gross
added 21 to power Portland over Kansas City. Lucas led the
Blazers from a six-point deficit at the half by scoring 10 of
Portland's 14 points in the third quarter.
Kansas City, which suffered its sixth straight loss, put
together a fourth-quarter rally to lead briefly, but Portland
outscored the Kings 8-2 late in the game to reassume the lead.
Pass Attack
Dallas Front Office Surprised Spread Offense Hasn't Caught On
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
IRVING, Texas — It has
long been a mystery to the
Dallas front office and
coaching staff why more
National Football League
teams haven't gone to the
Cowboys' two-minute spread
offense.
"The other teams know youj
are going to passe there is rj
surprise elerrInt," says
Cowboys special assistant
Ermal Allen. -The quar-
terback has an extra second to
read the defense. We set a goal
for our team of scoring at least
40 per cent of the time by a
field goal or touchdown. I'd
hate to see where we would be
without our two minute of-
fense."
The Philadelphia Eagles
hope they can get far enough
ahead in their game against
the Cowboys Monday night so
the -deadly Dallas two-minute
offense can't catch them.
The Eagles are 10-point
underdogs in what amounts to
a must game for them if they
hope to catch Dallas in the
race for the National Con-
ference Eastern Division flag.
Dallas leads Washington by
1"2 games and Philadelphia
by two games in the division
race.
The Cowboys spend long,
dreary practice days with
quarterback Roger Staubach
set back in the shotgun offense
orchestrating the team
downfield against thellock.
"It's no accidenCyFen good
things happen to us because
we work so hard on the two-
minute offense," says wide
receiver Drew Pearson.
"Maybe we ought to be in it all
the time."
Dallas beat the New York
Giants last Sunday out of the
two-minute offense. The
Cowboys downed St. Louis in
the season opener and tripped
Chicago in the final 120
seconds using the spread.
Without a productive two-
minute game, Dallas could be
5-5 instead of 8-2.
The new Audi 4000
"BY FAR THE BEST CAR
ANNOUNCED IN THE PAST YEAR. IN FACT IT'S THE
BEST FULL—SIZE EUROPEAN CAR
UNDER 2 LITERS." -R..id&Tra(ks"Lettertnffill:tirufx•
 (3COD 
Into KIM lilg the Audi sr t rappv kid ho Mier -= the
Audi ( ailed the Vidi sr! in I on we —iust in time tiff
the gas short ,gu
With the 4 speed manual transmission the LPA-esti
mated gas mileage isi221and 34 estimated higip•Iav om
pare this estimate to the estimated m pg il4,ither cars
Your mileage may vary with speed weather and trip
length Flighs.ay mileage will probably he less
Come in and 'see the car that F urf we is talking about
Better yet take it out tor a test drive and ex-per:mt. it
PORE /J[ 
Nothing Even Comes Close
Carrell VW-Audi-Mazda
- 800 Chestnut -
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Karras Won't Approve, But Kickers Save The Day
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Alex Karras wouldn't have appreciated the
goings-on in the National Football League Sun-
day.
Karras was the monstrous Detroit defensive
tackle who frowned on place kickev trotting on
the field at the last moment with clean, fresh
uniforms to decide the outcome of games.
But those kickers turned around three NFL
games Sunday. Washington's Mark Moseley, and
Mike Woods of San Diego booted last-minute
field goals to secure victories, the Redskins edg-
ing St. Louis 30-28 and the Chargers topping Cin-
cinnati 26-24. But Toni Linhart missed two usual-
ly routine extra points and that was the dif-
ference in the New York Jets' 14-12 loss to Buf-
falo.
• In Sunday's other games, it was Houston 31,
Oakland 14; Seattle 29, Cleveland 24; Miami 19,
Baltimore 0; Tampa Bay 16, Detroit 14; Pitt-
sburgh 30, Kansas City 3; Chicago 27, Los
Angeles 23; New Orleans 31, San Francisco 20;
Green Bay 19, Minnesota 7, New York Giants 24,
Atlanta 3; and Denver 45, New England 10.
Philadelphia plays at Dallas tonight.
Redskins 311:Cardinals 28- St. Louis erased a
27-7 deficit with three fourth-quarter TDs, but
Moseley's 39-yard field goal with 36 seconds to
play salvaged the victory for Washington.,
NFL ROUNDUP
Chargers 26, Bengals 24 - San Diego hung on
to its share of the American Conference West
lead by overcoming an early 14-0 deficit to
overhaul the Bengals. Woods kicked field goals
of 22, 42, 34 and 32 yards, the last one with 19
seconds left, for the Chargers' victory.
The four field goals was a San Diego club
record and Woods now has a string of six straight
since his release by St. Louis. •
Bills 14, Jets 12 - Linhart, cut earlier by
Baltimore after missing some short field gbal
tries, cost the Jets dearly against Buffalo. Both
teams scored two TDs, but the Bills' got the
game's only extra points from Nick Mike-Mayer.
"It finally comes down to Buffalo's kicker
made his two and our kicker didn't," said Jets
Coach Walt Michaels.
Sports At A Glance
NFL Roundup NBA Roundup
.4merican Conference
East
.W L T Pct. PF
. New England 7 4 0 .636 271
MUM 7 4 0 .6361%
N.Y Jets 5 6 0 .455 233
Buffalo • 5 6 0 .455 214
Baltimore 4 7 0 .344 171
Central
Pittsburgh 9 2 0
Houston 8 3 0
Cleveland 7 4 0

































Dallas 8 2 0 .800 219 103
Washington 7 4 0 636 208 191
Philadelphia . 6 4 0 .600 184 187
NY Giants 5 6 0 495186. 196
Si. Lotus 3 8 0 273218. 236
Central
Tampa Bay 8 3 0 .727 210 174
Chicago 6 5 0 .545 212 196
Green Bay 4 7 0 .364 171 210
Minnesota 4 7 0 .364 168 251
Detroit 1 10 0 .091 162 261
West
New Orleans 6 5 0 .545 245 ZIS
Los Angeles 5 6 0 .455 202 212
Atlanta 4 7 0 3646% 250
























Atlanta 11 5 in
San Antonio 8 7 .533
Indiana 7 9 .438 4
Houston 5 7 .417 4
Cleveland 6 10 .375 5
Detroit 5 9 .357 5
Western Coal errant
!Midwest Derialoo
Milwaukee 12 3 .100
Denver 5 11 213 71
Kansas City 5 11 .313 7),
Chicago _ 4 12 .250 8',
Utah 2 12 .143
Pacifk Division
Portland 13 4 765
1...ce Angeles 11 4 733 1
Phoenix 10 6 825
Seattle 9 600 3
Golden State 7 6 $38 4
San Diego 6 11 353 7
Saturday's Games
Atlanta 109. Washington 105
San Antonio 123, New York 119
Philadelphia 95. Boston 94
Portland 91, Chicago 90
Milwaukee 133, San Diego 104
Houston 112, Detroit 101
Seattle 86, Utah 87
Indiana 104. Golden State 101
Prep Playoffs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP - Here is how
the teams ranked in the five Associated
Press high school football polls fared this
weekend:
Jefferson Co AAAA
1:Lou Trinity 112-01 beat Lou Ballard
=4.
/Lou Irorjuois (114) lost to Lou Butler
14-7. •
3.Lou Butler "124) beat Lou Ironnots
14-7.
4.Lou Bishop David )7-4). season com-
pleted.
S.Lou Ballard (64) hist to Lou Trinity
21-0.
State AAAA
1.0wensboro (124) beat Franklin Co 36-
2 .Franklin CO (12:11 loot to Owensboro
234.
3.Bowting Green (9-2), season ran-
pleted.
4.Pad TUghmain ). season corn-
pleted.
5.Builitt Central )10-2), season com-
pleted.
Class AAA
1.Belfry )11-0" beat Leslie Co 16-0.
2.Barren Co (10-1). season completed.
3.Franklin-Simpson 11-1)) beat Union Co
16-14.
4.Scott Co (9-2), season completed.
5.Lincoln Co (19-2) lost to Ft 'rhos High-
lands 27-0.
Chos AA
1.Mayfield )10-2), season completed.
2.Cortnn (114) beat Russell Co 45.
3.Pikeville 11-1) teat Hazard 18-14.
4.Heath 8-3-.( season completed.
5.F1 Campbell '9-3- beat Glasgow 6-3.
Class A
1.Paintsale )10-1 beat Harlan 16-0.
2.1lich Madison )9-2) beat Owen Co 19-8.
3.Harlan '124 ) lost to Paintreille 164.
4 Bellevue 10-2)) beat Raceland
5.Elkhorn City )4-2), season completed.
Tennis
V10.900 Stockholm open
In Stockholm. Sweden '
Semifinals
John McEnroe d. Viojtek Fibak 64, 7-
5 : Gene Mayer d. Brian Gottfried 6-1,
ret.
675,000 Hong Kong (lassie
Final
Jimmy Connors d Pat DuPre 7-5, 6-3.
6-1
Doubles final
DuPre-Bob Lutz d. Steve Denton-Mark
Turpin 6-3, 64.
Stuttgart Tourney.
In Stuttgart, West Germany
Final
Tracy Austin d. Martina -Navratilova
6.2.64.
Doubles final







their first 1982 draft choice and their
third 1983 draft choice to the





Morrison. defenseman. and Don Ashby.
center. to Fort Worth of the Central'
Hockey League
SOCCER
North American Soccer League
CHICAGO STING-Named Mike
Grbic an assistant coach
COLLEGE
CHAPMA.Ni COLLEGE-Announced
resignation of Rex Ressler, track and
field and cross country coach
Golf
ATHENS, Greece - Here are the top
10 individual and team scores in the 27th
World Cup golf tournament Sunday on
the 6,809-yard par 72 Glyfada golf
course.
Hale Irwin. U.S. 74-70-72-285
Bernard Langer. W. Ger 74-70-71-72-287
Sandy Lyle. Scotland 72-73-7349-287
Jaime Gonzalez. Brazil 73-71-72-72-288
Antonio Garrido, Spain 74.76-46-73-289
John Mahaffey, L'S. • 67-71-80-72-290
Rarnon Munoz, Vila 72-79-79-72-292
Kazuo Yoshikawa, Japan71-74-73-75--293
Ken Brown, Scotland 73-72-77-71-293

































Don't Miss Any Sports r
Action this Winter! Or-
der WTBS 8 Cablevision










I YES! 1 wont Super Sports Entertainment
this winter on WTBS








- State  
_ Pest Twne to Call
 Hurry Offer Expires Friday  - 
Zip,
Bucs 16, I..ions 14 - Tampa Bay stayed two,
games in front of Chicago in the NFC Central,
rallying in the final 3"2 minutes to erase a 14-6
deficit.
First Neil O'Donoghlie kicked his third field
goal of the game, a 28-yarder, and then Doug
Williams threw a 23-yard TD pass to Larry
Mucker following Dana Nafzinger's recovered
fumble for the deciding points.
"We didn't play well, but we won," said Bucs
Coach John McKay.
Oilers 31, Raiders 14 - Earl Campbell became
the first runner in AFC history to rush for more
than 1,000 yards in each of his first two season.
The Houston star carried 32 times for 107 yards,
pushing his season's totals to 245 for 1,039.
Dan Pastorini combined on TD passes of 55
and 35 yards with Ken Burrough to hold second-
place behind Pittsburgh in the AFC Central.
Steelers 30, Chiefs 3 - Terry Bradshaw threw
three TD passes and Matt Bahr kicked three
field goals as Pittsburgh won its fourth straight
game. .
• 'I just didn't have a good day," Bradshaw
said. "... I threw more ducks and bad passes to-
day than I have all year."
Seahawks 29, Browns 24- Seattle, limited to
minus seven yards in total offense a week ago,
erased that memory with a 427-yard game
against Cleveland as Sherman Smith rushed for
three TDs.
The loss dropped Cleveland into third place in
the AFC Central, two games back of Pittsburgh
and one behind Houston.
Dolphins 19, Colts 0 - Miami moved into a
first-place tie with New England in the AFC
East, bottling up Baltimore while Bob Griese
tossed TD passes of 18 and 14 yards to Nat
Moore.
The Dolphins sacked Colt quarterback Greg
Landry seven times with Vern Den Herder recor-
ding four of the sacks. "We've always been
steady," Herder said. "Today, we were spec-
tacular."
Broncos 45, Patriots 10- Denver rolled to a 38-
7 halftime lead and just coasted against New
England. The victory kept the Broncos tied with
San Diego for first place in the AFC West and
dropped New England into a first-place tie with
Miami in the AFC East.
Craig Morton passed for two TDs and Denver
turned two Patriots fumbles and a blocked punt
into three other scores.
Saints 31, 49ers 20 - itiew Orleans took over
first place in the NFC West, rolling past San
Francisco as Chuck Muncie rushed for 118 yards
and three touchdowns. Archie Manning hit 15 of
21 passes for 153 yards for the Saints.
Bears 27, Rams 23 - Virgil Livers intercepted
rookie Jeff Rutledge's pass, setting up Walter
Payton's winning touchdown, a 2-yard run with
1:12 left, as Chicago overhauled Los Angeles,
which led 16-0 early.
Packers 19, Vikings 7 - T4rdell Middleton
rushed for 135 yards and David Whitehurst pass-
ed for a pair of TDrin Green Bay's victory over
Minnesota. It was the Vikings' first loss to the
Packers since 1974..
Giants 24, Falcons 3- Terry Jackson returned
a blocked punt 47 yards for the game's first TD
and New York won its fifth game in the last six
weeks, beating Atlanta.
Irwin Leads U.S. To World Cup
By PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press Writer
ATHENS, Greece - The favored
United States team of Hale Irwin and
John Mahaffey did what it was ex-
pected to do Sunday, winning the
World Cup golf title for the second
consecutive year with a total score of
575, five strokes better than its
nearest opponent.
The surprise of the tournament on
the 6,809-yard par 72 Glyfada golf'
course was Irwin's 285 total to cop the'
International trophy for the best in- *
diVidual performance over the four
rounds.
Mahaffey, who played on the winn-
ing U.S. team last year with .Andy
North, was the favorite to repeat his
individual victory. Although he
started out strong with a 67 in the first
round, Mahaffey later had trouble
putting on the well-worked, bumpy
greens. But Irwin held the team
together and even managed to mark
up the best individual total score to
make the victory twice as sweet.
krwin, making his second ap-
pearance in the championship, last
played in this event in 1974, teaming
with Lee Trevino to finish third.
• 'My partner played better today,"
Irwin said of Mahaffey, who finished
the tricky Glyfada course with a poor
80 in the third round. "The individual
trophy is secondary. We came here as
a team and that was more important.
It is more of a team championship."
Scotland, with two strong
youngsters, Sandy Lyle and Ken
Brown, finished second with 580.
One "unpleasant" incident at the
World Cup tournament, as Irwin
characterized it, was the banning of
the South African team of popular
golfers Dale Hayes and Hugh Baioc-
chi.
The Greek government, bowing to
pressure exerted by the United Na-
tions' anti-apartheid subcommittee,
reluctantly told the South Africans
hours before the first round was
scheduled to start, that they would not
be permitted to play.
Irwin and Mahaffey, in a joint state-
ment reacting to the South Africans
ouster, said, "It wasideplorable that
politics and governments were con-
cerning themselves with international
sports."
Irwin, the more outspoken of the
two, took another shot at the decision
to ban the South Africans after the
tournament ended.
"It-was moronic thinking to single
out two individuals for their country's.
policy," he said. "It was a deplorable
act. When a person is on the (golf 1
course, he's not a politician or a
salesman - he's a golfer."
Other Golf:
MELBOURNE - Australia's
Stewart Ginn fired a final-round 72 to
win the Australian PGA Golf Cham-
pionship.
Ginn finished with a 72-hole total of
284, three strokes better than Bob
Shearer of Australili and Bob Charles
of New Zealand.
KOBE, Japan - Tom PurIzer won
the individual title while the Japanese
took team honors at the $125,000
U.S.Japan golf match. •
Piutzer shot a 72 for a 12-under-par
276 and a 10-stroke victory over Bill
Rogers. The Japanese, who started
the final round four strokes behind the
U.S., finished with a 573 total, 3-under-
par. The U.S. finished at 582.
I 7711D
Fall Shoe Clearance Sale
Save on these nationally
known brands during our






















































Big Savings on these Closeouts
Don't Delay Because Styles and Sizes are Limited
 Sale Close-OutsClose-Outs Sug. Retail
Nike Waffle Trainer
Blue Gold 7. 10








61/2, 7, 8, 81/2, 11, 121/2, 13
Converse
Natural Leather Hi




8, 81/2 , 9, 91/2 , 10, 11%, 12













Stag. Retail Sale ,
$19.00 Fred Perry
Canvas Tennis 6-12 22.95 15.00
19.00 Fred Perry
Ladies Canvas 5-10 22.95 15.00
18.00 Trod 2 Ladies Zephyr 28.95 20.00
4-10
20.00 New Balance 320 37.95 20.00
91/2, 10, 101/2, 111/2, 121/2
15.00
New Balance Trail
10, 101/2 , 12
37.95 20.00
Trod 2 Combi Tennis 24.95 15.00
6-12
20.00 Nice Roadrunner 27.95 20.00




25.00 Converse All Star Canvas 14.95 8.00
Gold Hi 1-10%
20.00 Sarcony Dove II Ladies 22.95 15.00
4-10
10 Other Styles To Choose From
I I
SPORTING GCODS 753-8844




































Dead At Age Of 90
Mrs. Lottie May Outland,
former resident of Calloway
County, uf Royal Oak, Mich.,
died Friday at the William
Beaumont Hospital there. She
was 9b years of age and the
wife of Reed Outland who died
June 14, 1954.
The former Calloway
woman was a member of the
Ryan Road Baptist Church,
Warren, Mich. Born Aug. 4,
• 1889, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
William Parks and Susan R.
Moore Parks.
Mrs. Outland is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Fred
I Roberta ) Hartsfield, Warren,
Mich., and Mrs. Joseph
I Lucy) Erwin, Royal Oak,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Mabel
Armstrong, Southfield, Mich.;
five grandchildren; 18 great
grandchildren; six great great
grandchildren.
One daughter, Mrs. Robert
Roxy Maupin of Tecumseh,
Mich., died Oct. 14, of this
year.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday at 11 a.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Billy G. Turner of-
ficiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
as organist. Burial will follow
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





Mrs. Beulah Uzzle of Benton
Route 1 died Sunday at 4 a.m.
at the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton. She was 78
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Union Ridge
Baptist Church. Born March
26, 1901, she was the daughter
of the late C. I.. Jones and
Nettie Anderson Jones.
Mrs. Uzzle is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Mary
Alice Newton, Benton Route 4;
two sons, Clarence and
Chester Uzzle, Benton Route
1: one step daughter, Mrs. Ora
Worth, Owensboro; one step
son, Ernest Uzzle, Benton;
nine grandchildren; five great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeek and
Cann Funeral Home. Benton,
with the Rev. Albert Johnson
and the Rev. Aubert Rose
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Union Ridge Cemetery.




Togo Lyons, a native of
Calloway County, died
Saturday at 6:50 a.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
'Paducah. He was 75 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
employee of the Chevrolet
Motor Division of General
Motors Corp. He was a
member of the Church of
Christ and served with the U.
S. Army.
He is survived by four
sisters-Mrs. Lizzie Smith,
Murray, Mrs. Alice Love,
Paris, Tenn., and Miss Missie
Lyons and Miss Helen Lyons,
Paducah; one brother, Joe,
Lyons, Cincinnati, Ohio;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Roth Funeral Home,
Paducah, with 0. D.
McKendree officiating. Burial
will follow in the Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens there.
formerly operated a grocery
and was engaged in farming in
the area south of Golden Pond
in the Land Between the
Lakes, where he resided until
the I.BI. portion was
developed. He was a member
of the Methodist Church and
the Woodmen of the World. -
The Calloway man and his
wife, the former Lena Sarah
Saffer, who .survives, were
married Feb. 24, 1924. Born
March 11, 1906, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the -
late S. T. Jones and Henry
Alice Ross Jones.
Mr. Jones is survived by his
wife; two daughters, Mrs.
Carmen (Eleanor) D'Angelo
and Mrs. James (Evelyn)
Dixon, Murray Route 7; one
sister, Mrs. Myrtle Carr,
Cadiz; four brothers, Cornie
and Grover Jones, Murray,
and Clyde and Seldon Jones,
Cadiz; four grandchildren.
Craig and Kevin D'Angelo,
Michael Dixon, and Mrs. Billy




Federal-State Market News Service
November 12, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act_ 1152 Est. 550 Barrows &
Gilts 1 00-1.25 lower Sows steady 1.00
lower
US 1-2280-220 934.20-34.00
US 2200-240 lbs 134.00-34.25
US 1-3 240-250 be $33.0044.00
US 3-4 260-280 be
Sows
US 1-2270-330 to 326.00-27.00
US 1-3 300-450 to 325.00-26.00
US 1-3 450-500 to $26.00.7700
US 14500430 to. 327.00-28.00
US 2-3200-500 to. *2400-2500
Boars 22.00-24.00
iw41111to, 111101, mem mmIrwmillor
1975 Chevrolet
Malibu Classic
Two door, green, green vinyl roof, power steering




01113111JU. MOTOR% PARTS DIVISION
Keep That Great GM feeling






Mrs. Graham ( Lela
Wallace) Vaughan of Rumpus
Mills, Tenn., grandmother of
Pete Morgan of Murray, died
Thusday at 11:45 a.m. at the
Baptist Hospital at Nashville,
Tenn. She was 71 years of age.
The deceased and her
husband were married Nov.
25, 1929. Born July 12, 1908, in
Clarksville, Tenn., she was the
duaghter of the late Fay
Wallace and Dora Brandon
Wallace.
Mrs. Vaughan is survived
by her husband; two
daughters, Mrs. Eolene
Simpson, Bumpus ,Mills,
Tenn., and Mrs. Dorothy
Wallace, Nashville, Tenn.;
one sister, Mrs. Annie Dodd,




Tenn., and Wesley Wallace,
Fairview, Tenn.; five gran-
dchildren; five great gran-
dchildren.
The funeral was held
Saturday at 1 p.m. at the
Memorial Chapel of the Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn.,
with George Sanford of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers were Danny,
Lou, and Jim Wallace,
Howard Stopcotti;- lll Titus,
andY Wilson Vaughan, all
nephews. Burial was in the
. ('row Cemetery.
Mrs. Craig Dies At
Hospital; Euneral
Being Held Today
Mrs. Bertha Wilson Craig of
604 Broad Streeit Extended,
Murray. died Saturday at 1:45
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 90
years of age.
The deceased was the wife
of Willie Craig who died Jan.
13, 1947, and was a member of
the Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church. Born Dec.
23, 1888, in Calloway County,




Connie B. Norwood, 87 year
old resident of Hardin Route 1,
died Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Lake Haven Rest Home,
Benton.
The deceased was born
Sept. 20, 1892, being the son of
the late John Henry Norwood
and Imogene Gardner Nor-
wood.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Josephine Norwood, and
one daughter, Mrs. Louie
Nimmo, Hardin Route 1; one
son, Joe M. Norwood,
Burlington, Wisc.; one sister,
Mrs. Ina Lovett, Hardin; one
brother, Edgar Norwood,
Benton Route 4; five grand-
children; three great gran-
dchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 3 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral- Home, Benton,
with the Rev. Ron Gunter
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Horn Cemetery in
Marshall County.





The funeral for Herman C.
Jones of Murray Route 7 was
held today at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Roger Newell of Cadiz and the
Rev. Martin Mattingly of-
ficiating. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
was soloist with Ronald
Hampton as organist.
Active pallbearers were
Craig, Kevin, and Michael
D'Angelo, Michael Dixon,
Billy Kimbro, and Gene
Ahart. Honorary pallbearers
were Mason Lowery, Col.
Jack Colson, George Bleidt,
John Cavanaugh, Luther
Hendon, and Lawrence Saffer.
Burial was in the Dixon
Cemetery in the Land Bet-
ween the Lakes.
Mr, Jones, 73, died Friday at
2 p.m. at the Vanderbilt lat William Francis Wilson
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. Sirilda Elkins Wilson:
Mrs. Craig is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Ralph
( Eulala ) Hart, 604 Broad
Street, Murray; one son,
Lathen Craig, Clarkston,
Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Tennie
Perrye Westview Nursing
Home, Murray; three gran-
dchildren; two step grand-
children; three great gran-
dchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the. Rev..
Frank Bratt officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
and soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Jim Burton, Otis Wilson,
Mason Canady, Gene Knight,
Oren Inman, and Cliff Finney.
Burial will follow in the Mt.
Pleasant Cemetery in Henry
County, Tenn.
Livestock Market
LAAASVILLE, Ky. AP 4 —Estimated
receipts cattle and calves 2400;
slaughter steers and heifers steady to .50
higher; early sales cows weak to 1.00
lower: bulls steady; calves and vealers
_untested early; feeders opening steacty;
choice 900-1250 lb slaughter steers 64.00.
66.40; good and choice 950.1350 lb 62.50-
64.00; good 900.1200 lb 60.00-62.50;
slaughter heifers choice 8504050 lb 62.50-
65.10; good and choice 800-1050 lb 61.00-
62.50; good 750-1100 lb 56.00-61.00; early
sales commercial cows 44.00-49.00; utili-
ty 45.0040.50; cutter 43.00-49.00; canner
and low cutter 40.00-44.00; slaughter
bulls 1100.1800 lb 57.00-65.00; 900-1300 lb
52.00-57.00; feeder steers medium frame
No.1 245-300 lb 85.00-96.00; 300-400 lb
85.0045.00; 400-500 lb 83.00-89.00; 500-600
lb 78.00-88.00; medium and large frame
No. 1600-755 lb 72.00-78.75; medium No.2
300-500 lb 73.00-85.00; 500-700 lb 66.00-
78.00; large frame No.2 350-600 lb 60.00.
75.00, 600.925 lb 54.50-66.50; heifers
medium No .1 300-500 lb 67.00-74.00; 500-
600 lb 0400-72,00; medium No.2 350-725 lb
60.0047.50.
Hogs 1000; compared to last Thursday
barrows and gilts .50-1.00 lower; 1-2 200-
250 lb 35.50-36.00: 2200-260 lb 35.00.35.50;
2-3 220-270 lb 34.00-35.00; sows under 400
lb weak to 50 lower, over 400 lb steady to
1.00 higher; 1-2 300400 lb 26.00-N.00; 400-
500 lb 2800-31 75; 500-650 lb 31.50-32.80;
boars over 300 lb 29.00-29.25.
Sheep 25: untested early
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger it Tunes by First 'of Michigan
Corp., are as follows:
Indust nal Average  +4.35
Air Products 201,4 +'.,
American Motors 7 +4a
Ashland WM +14
American Telephone $34 wic
Bonanza 25a13 PiA
Chrysler 714 AL
Ford Motor 3614 +14
G.A.F. 914 -4
General Care 1114 AI
General Dinarnics 4514 +15
General Motors 04% -49
General Tire 20 ow
Goodrich 104 +%
Herded  . 12 one
Fieublein 27% -14
I.B.M., 01% -1-44
Jerico , 161413 174iA
IC Mart 23% 4-4‘
.—Piansrall... ....... ..... .- Ill %I + 4ig
-
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MURRAY MIDDLE BAND - The Murray Middle School
Band won first place in the middle school-junior high
division of the Murray State University Homecoming
Parade band competition on Oct. 27. The band, which
was making its first appearance of the year, is composed
of seventh and eighth grade students. Drum majors for







Be Theme Of Conference
"Capital Punishment" has
been set as the theme for the
seventh annual Criminal
Justice Conference to be




scheduled to participate in the
program from 6 to 9 p.m. in
the auditorium of Mason Hall
(Nursing Building)'. Serving
as conference co-chairmen
are Dr. Frank Kodman,
professor of psychology, and
John Faughn, acting director.
of the Division of Criminal
Justice. '
Kodman said the conference
is open to the public and
anyone who is interested is
invited to attend.
Dr. Richard Butwell, vice-
president for academic
programs, will deliver the
opening remarks. Other
speakers on the program and
their topics are:
- The Rev. Tom Featnster
of Paris, Tenn.,. personal
chaplain to John Spenkelink,
who was executed in Florida's
electric chair earlier this
year, "The Moral Dimension
of the Spenkelink Execution."
- Judge William Hower-
ton, Paducah, Kentucky
Court of Appeals, "The Law
and Capital Punishment."
- Dr. Frederick Kumar,
associate professor in the
Christmas Cards
Are Now On Sale
The Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens have their Christmas
Cards on sale. This _year's
cards are designed by men-
tally handicapped Children
and adults throughout the
United States.
Four post card designs are
being offered locally at $2.75
dsper package with 25 car in
each pack. -
To purchase cards, persons
may contact any Association
for retarded citizens member,
a member of the Student
Council for Exceptional
Children' at Murray ..State
University, or call Peggy




The Murray High School
Band has been notified by the
Lexington Lions Club that it
has won first place in the
eyeglasses contest in which
the band recently par-
ticipated.
The band was awarded $100
for the achievement. The local
unit also was awarded $50 for
winning the hearing aid
contest.
The Band Boosters club will
hold its regular meeting on
Department of Philosophy and
Religious Studies, "Logical
and ' Philosophical
Examination of the Notion of
Capital Punishment."
- Peruz Golchinmanny, an
international student at
Murray ,State, "The Islamic
Concept of Capital Punish-
ment."
- Kodman, "The CBK
Personality."
- Donald E. Bor-
denkirchei, former warden of
the Kentucky State
Penitentiary at Eddyville,
•'The Death Penalty as
Vitwed by a Former Prison
Warden."
An open discussion will
conclude the program.
SALT II To Be
Discussion Topic
The SALT II Treaty will be
the topic of an open discussion
to be held at the Kentucky
Dam Village Convention
Building on Thursday, Nov.
15, at 7 p.m.
Ms. Nan Waterman,
National Women's Chairman
of Common Cause, is on a
national speaking tour to
discuss SALT II and will be
the featured speaker at the
meeting.
Ms. Waterman is a former
national vice president of the
League of Women Voters and
is being sponsored by the
Paducah-McCracken County
League of Women Voters.
The meeting is open to the
public and area residents are





Traffic restrictions on the
US 51 bridge over the Ohio
River between Wickliffe
(Ballard County) and Cairo,
Ill., were changed at 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday to permit two-lane
traffic during hours when the
contractor is not working on




normal working hours, from 7
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on weekdays
and Saturdays, one lane of
traffic will still be maintained.
Traffic has been limited to
one lime 24 hours a day while
the contractor replaced the
bridge deck.
District engineer Robert
Hodges said the bridge could
be opened to two-lane traffic
at all hours in about two weeks.
under present scheduling.
However, he cautioned that
weather is a governing factor
and inclement weather could
Prolong the time -.needed to
finish work on the bridge.
In the meantime, the
-113t luesdaY Uight' 13-Films Vadistirtir—ictoorue-w8s7"lerdbeigminenmeade of esIon -Wan • . N°Tr the Murfreesboro andTook*  % Permits to vehicles which areglum Murray State contests will be 4,1nretivarrrightfreet wide,Wal Mart *
...... ..... 32k4H13A- shown. '• I




Duncan and other top advisers
to the White House as the
standoff between U.S. and
Iranian authorities over some
60 American hostqes moved
into its second week.
Federal officials declined to
say what was discussed at the
Sunday meeting, but Duncan's
presence indicated oil supplies
were on the agenda. Iran ships
about 500,000 barrels of oil a
day to the United States,
accounting for about 3 percent
of American consumption.
Whatever their politics,
some Iranians say they don't
find life in the United States
easy today. Angry Americans
are shouting at them, shun-
ning their businesses and - in
rare instances acting out
U.S. frustrations with
violence.
The slogans aimed at
Iranians in the United' States
in recent days have been
bitter - "Nuke Iran," "Get
The Hell Out of America."
And while some have
marched in support of
Moslems holding 62
Americans hostage in the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran, Other
Iranians who do not support
the takeover are feeling a
hostile American backlash.
PIONEER, Ohio (API -
Sprinklers could have saved
the lives of 14 women killed in
a fire that roared through a
home for the aging and
retarded, says the mayor of
this Ohio town. But the owner,
who died trying to save a
boarder, apparently couldn't
afford one, he says - and it
wasn't required.
Twenty-eight people,
ranging in age from 27 to 70,
were living in the Coats
Nursing Home when fire,
perhaps started by a small
boy, broke out early Sunday.





HOLLAND, Mich. (AP) -
Nearly 1,000 • families were
evacuated early today after a
railroad tank car carrying
highly toxic hydrogen fluoride
derailed near a 'mobile home
park and overturned, police
said.
"The tanker is lying on its
-top, so the turret is buried. At
this point we don't know if it's
leaking or not," Ottowa
County .Sheriff Robert
Dykstra said early today.
"Our main concern will be
when the car is righted. If it's
leaking, and we get strong
winds, we'll be in trouble." '
Dykstra said it was not
known what caused the




-Dr. Joe _Ashby. Porter,
assistant professor ot English
at Murray State University,
has been awarded a $10,000
creative writing fellowship
grant by the National
Endowment for the Arts to
advance his professional
writing career.
Porter, who joined the
Murray State faculty in 1978,
is the author of two books,
"Eelgrass," a novel, and 'a
scholarly study entitled "The
Drama of Speech Acts." He
has also written numerous
short stories, many of them
set in Kentucky.
A native of Madisonville,
Porter has won numerous
awards for_pOdu_andfiction
at Harvard University and the
University of California at
Berkeley. One of his short
stories, "The Vacation," was
selected for publication in
"The Best American Short
Stories" of 1972.
He earned the B.A. degree
at Harvard and the M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees at Berkeley.
Porter also did a year of
Fulbright Study at Pembroke
College, Oxford University.
of four cars of the Chesapeake
and Ohio train.
He said evacuated families
were being housed at the
Holland Civic Center and were
not expected to return to their
homes until noon.
The Du Pont Chemical Co.
tank car, which overturned
about a half mile northeast of
this western Michigan city,
was enroute to iDu Pont plant
in Montague: said Ray
Conageski, senior superin-
tendent of production at the
facility.
Conageski said hydrogen
fluoride, which is highly toxic
and .corrosive, is used in the
aluminum industry and for
synthesis of organic
chemicals.
, The chemiCal can cause'
cellular poisoning and
respiratory problems and can
be fatal, Dykstra said.
No injuries were reported,
but several deputies com-
plained of irritationsythile they
evacuated the area.
"You can almost taste it,"
said Deputy Brad Grayson.
"I've been evacuating people
for the last hour and I've been
experiencing a burning
sensation in my throat."
Sheriff's department of-
ficials had to move from their
original command post
directly downwind of the
derailment, he said.
The area was sealed off.
Chemical specialists from Du
Pont were on their way from
Illinois to the site, the sheriff
said.
injured, but more than a dozen
died.
The Iranian people began a
five-day hunger strike today
to press their demand for the
extradition of the deposed
shah. Radio Tehran .reported
as the occupation of the
American Embassy in Tehran
went into its second week with
no indication of an end to the
stalemate.
The strike was called by the
students holding 98 hostages in
the American Embassy. The
official Iranian broadcast,
monitored in Kuwait, said the
fast was taken up "by the
country as a whole to un-
derline the strength and
unanimity of the Iranian
demand for the extradition of
the shah to 'stand trial in
Iran."
• Meanwhile, Syrian troops
drove about 40 dernOnstrating
Iranians from the grounds of
the U.S. Embassy in Beirut,
Lebanon, Sunday.
MISSISSAUGA, Ontario
AP ) - About 220,000 persons
were urged to flee their homes
in the biggest peacetime
evacuation in Canadian
history as eight burning,
derailed tank cars of propane
gas spread smoke and fumes
over a wide area and
threatened to explode a
carload of liquid chlorine.
Authorities said the leak
was so slow that there was no
immediate danger from it.
However, the car was upside
down only a few feet from
some of the burning cars, and




Ride with a Federal Kern-
per agent.
We can scout out the best
protection/price com-
bination to fit your needs.
Let us quote your next



















after a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your Gall,
elconie Uapm
•'1"'iS"''' Mary Hamilton 753-5570
SPECIAL
SIRLOIN PLATTER
Reg. $3.98... Save $1.19
All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• Tender, juicy Sirloin Steak
• Baked Potato or French Fries
• A thick slab of Stockade Toast
STIICKJIDE
Quality that keeps you combs' back. •
Bel-Air Shopping Center - - I.
• _••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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TUNING UP - Members of the Faculty Piano Trio at Murray State University are shown
in rehearsal for the recital to be presented in Farrell Recital Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center on the campus at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 13. They are (from lefti Robert
Gillespie, violin, Dr. James McKeever, piano, and Neale B. Mason, violoncello. Appearing



















































/IAA AM, HAVE 'fOU EVER
NOTICED HOW THE
ATMOSPHERE IN OUR ROOM
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Government officials have$ 
 
refused to give details on the
D IE
search for a new government-
Nixon Considers
Several Locations
For New York Office
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• WASHINGTON i AP) -
Former President Richard M.
Nixon, who is moving from
California to New York, is
studying ''sessral" locations
for a midtown Manhattan
office that could cost tax-
payers from $100,000 to
$280,000 a year, sources say.
paid office for Nixon, who
bought a • $750.000 Manhattan
townhouse last month.
- However, based on the
former president's space
request and what sources say
the bids are asking in price-.
per-square foot. the office
could cost from $100,000 to
$280.000 annually.
The government pays for
,the office space of former
ptes-idents as well as
providing money for staff,
supplies and transportation.
Ex-presidents also receive a
$69,600-a-year pension.
Nixon notified the General
Services Administration on
Oct. 12 that he would need
office space in New York City
early next year, when- he is
expected to move into his new
townhouse.
NO, MA'AM I OON T
KNOW OHAT THE CAPITAL
OF NORWAL1 IS...
Brown's Tax Returns Show
No State Conflict Of Interest
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer _
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) -
Gov.-elect_ John Y. Brown
Jr.'s tax returns, while far
from being a complete picture
of his financial situation,
indicate no apparent conflict
of interest with state gover-
nment.
Brown agreed to let this
reporter review his federal
and state returns for the last
11 years to verify that his
business dealings pose no
conflict.
Brown's Republican op-
ponent in the general election,
Louie B. Nunn, had attempted
to make Brown's refusal to
release his tax returns a
major campaign issue. Nunn
said that they might show,




The returns showed no
transactions related to
gambling activities, but the
federal tax code permits
deductions of wagering losses
only if a person gains from
similar transactions.
Brown refused throughout
the gubernatorial campaign to
make the returns public.
saying they would be distOtted
by the Republicans and that it
would serve no public good.
Before the May Demotratic
primary, Brown did release a
brief summary of his returns
prepared by his accounting
firm, Coopers & Lybrand.
Following his election - last
week, Brown agreed to give
this reporter complete access
to his returns to verify the
accountants' summary.
However, he stipulated that
his accountant, James Rat-
cliffe. be present and that
specific numbers not be
published.
"There's nof a thing inihei-e
I'm embarrassed about,"
Brown said in an interview,
"but! don't want to put myself
into the gossip column."
He said there is no reason
for the public to know how
riiiieh alimony he has paidhis
former wife, the amount of
loans he has made to his
father or what he has con-
tributed to charity, for
example.
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details of his financial
situation might lead to crank
calls or distortion threats.
One of Nunn's allegations
during the campaign was that
the returns would show that
Brown was not as good a
businessman as he claimed to
be.
However, the review of the
returns showed. that it would
take extensive research into
Brown's business transactions
- going beyond the income
and loss figures reflected in
the returns - to make a
judgment about his business-
management skills.
The returns show that
Brown paid more than $8
million in federal taxes over
the period and $176,000 in state
taxes.
They also confirmed
Brown's statement to this
reporter that he paid no state
taxes for three years because
of federal tax deductions and
business losses.
,Another reason for the
apparently low amount of
Kentucky taxes is that Brown
has invested heavily in. U.S.
Treasury bills, which are not
taxable by Kentucky or any
other state.
The returns showed no
transactions related to
gambling stocks or gambling
activities with the only ap-
parent exception being
Brown's purchase and sale of
stock in Churchill Downs in
1969.
However, the U.S. Tax Code
permits the deduction of
wagering losses only to the
extent that a taxpayer gains
from similar transactions. In
other words, 'gambling ac-
tivity would not show up on a
tax return unless the in-
dividual won more than he
lost.
Much of the income and
losses reflected in the returns
came from business tran-
sactions for which Brown
already is well known, such as




teams. The returns 'also
showed Brown has invested in
oil drilling ventures and in
municipal bonds.
U.S. Dollar Closes At
Two-Year High In Tokyo
LONDON IAPI - The U.S.
dollar closed at a two-year
high in Tokyo today, then
opened mixed on European
foreign exchanges. Gold was
up $3 to $4 an ounce in Europe.
- - - The -dollar- closed -in Tokyo'
at 247.25 yen, up more than 5
yen from Friday's closing of
242.10. Dealers said the Bank,
of Japan sold between $150
million and $200 million in an
attempt to halt the yen's slide,
but it still sant-wits -lowest
level since Nov. 10.1977.
The dollar's strength was
attributed to the continuing oil
shortage and reports that
Saudi Arabia may be about to
hike the price, of its crude_
Japan imports 99.7 percent of




Frankfurt - 1.7940 marks,
down from 1.7945 at the close
of-trading Friday.
Zurich - 1.65+5-Swiss
francs, up from 1.6498.
Paris - 4.2043 French
franc, down from 4.2080.
Amsterdam - 1.9945
guilders. up from 1.9940.
Milan - 830.20 lire, up from
830.60;
. In London, the British pound
sold at $2.1005, up from $2.0915
on Friday.
Gold opened in Zurich at
$3993 an ounce, and the
midmorning price in London
was $394. It closed on both-
markets Friday at $390.
Decik AU*.
By Abigail Van Buren
Sex Detours
Bridal Path
DEAR ABBY: I am a 32-year-old reasonably successful
man- never married. but very much in love with a beautiful
young woman with a Southern mountain background. My
--han-gu-p-is-shat-4-hasssa-striet-N-ess-Ertgliusi nrtam_
accustomed to dating girls who would not even consider
kissings fellow on a first date.-This girl I'm -in love with ad-
mitted tnat she let every guy she ever dated have his way
with her.
She says that all young girls "in those hills" were raised
that way, and it wasict until her family moved to a major
city that she learned 'right from wrong."
So here I am. a man who has always dreamed of marrying
a virgin, in love with a girl who Can't even remember when
or how she lost her virginity. (She "thinks" she was 12 or 13.1
I would like to convince myself that I can forget her past
and marry this ex-tramp and live happily ever after.
What are the odds. Abby'? I am desperate for some profes-
sional advice.
SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN
DEAR GENTLEMAN: As long as you view this girl as an
"ex-tramp," I would estimate your chances for a happy mar-
riage are zilch. The poor girl has already been the victim of
an amoral upbringing; spare her the added burden of a
"holier than thou" husband.
DEAR ABBY: I feel kind of weird writing to you, but here
goes. Y ou see, there is this real cute guy at school who
follows me in the hall, pulls my hair and socks me on the
arm. He has tried to trip me. grab my jacket and shove me
into the lockers. He kicked me on the bus once and hit me in
the head with his books.
All the kids say he likes me. So why does he act this way'?
LIKES HIM IN ANAHEIM
DEAR LIKES: It's his way of making YOU notice HIM. If
you react, you'll probably lose him. Ignore him and you'll
drive him wild.
tas.
DEAR ABBY: I am 17, and [don't like to brag but I guess
you could call me a "popular" girl. I have a good reputation
and don't want to spoil it, but here is my problem:
After a fellow has taken me to a movie or a dance, and
somewhere afterwards to eat. I hate to turn him down when
he wants to make out.
I never go too far, but I feel sort of cheap afterwards. I
guess it's because in a way I am really trying to "repay" him
for what he's spent on me.
I'm not serious with any of these guys. Abby, they're just
dates. But after a guy has spent his hard earned money on
me, how can I turn him down'?
ALLENTOWN
DEAR ALLENTOWN: It's easy. All • guy is entitled to
on a date is the pleasure of your company. And unless you
want to lose your hard-earned reputation, don't feel
obligated to give him his "hard-earned" money's worth. 4
FUgal Notice
A final settlement of accounts
hs been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Richard H.
Stout. Executor, of the Estate
of Carl M Stout, Sr , deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or .before
November 211919 the date of
hearing. Francis w Shea, Cir-
cuit Court Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
hs been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Faye N Kelso,
Executrix of the Estate of Her-
tie Craig deceased Exceptions
to this settlement must be fil-
ed in the Calloway District
Court on or before November
21 1979 the date of hearing
Francis w Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
A final settlement of accounts
hs, been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Mildred
Ragsdale. Executrix of the
Estate of Mai-natt Ragsdale.
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement muSt be filed in the
Calloway ..District Court on or
before November 21 1979 the
date of hearing Francis w
Shea,' Circuit Court Clerk. 
A final settlement of accounts
hs been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Nat Ryan
Hughes, Committee for Madge
Bradley Incompetent Excep-
tions to this settlement must
be filed in the Calloway District
Court on or before November
21 1979 the date of hearing.
Francis w Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk_
Notice to Creditors
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within 6_ months of
the date of qualification
Dalton +I Williams, 706 Elm
Street, Murray Ky 420771
Decd
Helen T. Williams 706 Elm
Street Murray Ky 42071 Ex
cutrix
Grace E Jones, New Concord
Ky 42076 Decd
Mary Wilma Calhoon. Rt 2,
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Ideol for storing house full of
furnoure cots onfiques
business overftows etc
Phone 753-7618 offer 5 00
pm
Jesus slates in John 1421, "He
that hath my commandments,
and keepeth them, he it is that
loveth me and he that loveth
me shall be loved of my Father,
and I will love him, and will
manifest myself to him." Sab-
bath worship service, Satur-
day's 5 pm til 6 pm. Bible
study, 6 tit land 7 tIl8 even- .
ings. Study by phone anytime.
Free Store for the needy. All
donations appreciated. Anyone
having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible






Dr. Carl A. Bowers.
Chiropractor announces
opening practice in the
Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center, 314
miles East on Hwy 94,
Murray. Kentucky New
Office hours, Mon.. Tues.,











ferworty TV Service Ch.
222 5.1 29
("Me rear)
3. r. o an
I am exceptionally grateful to
God and my dear friends of
Hazel for your vote of con-
fidence. May God bless each of
you
William 1 Pratt.
5. Lost and Found
Brown purse. El Paso Texas ad-
dress. lost Monday Nov 5th on
South 9th street, sycamore or
South 12th Has drivers license,
social security cards. address
book Reward or keep money.
Return to 801 South 9th street,
'Murray 753-1850 
6. Nelp Wanted 
Counter help needed. must be
able to work 5 am til 1 pm or
11 am til 5 pm Contact
McDonalds Restaurant at 107
N 12ttigreet
Collector, -full time. Collect
delinquent accounts by ir
telephone and mail for local
businesses. Salary and bonus
base on performance. Ex-
ceellent fringe hernias. Ex-
perience in collections or
direct sales required. Send
resume to Manager. Box 1016,
•Murray Ky 42071 
Full or part time business op-
portunity available. New na.
tional company needs
distributors in this area who
want, to establish their own
business. Minimum invest-
ment. For more information
write Oil of Mink. P.O. Box 91.
Princeton, KY 42445.
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevetopes free details, Reply.
Tilan. Box 94485ZN.
Schaumberg, II 60194. 
Need mature, lady in Lynn
Grove area to babysit a couple
of hours"each day Call 753-
3t,5a t2t3 taifmte 5r d apym h. 
elp and part
time night help to- close: Must
be mature, responsible person.
Hickory Hut. 806 Chestnut St.
If you need kip in writing letters of sympathy, con-
grattelatioas or_thank-you letters, get Askys, lbsesie.s -new_ _
-tA rsiprtettsrslor-stli ffernsions.' 'Sena $1 and 's
stsoped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
























































































PAGE 11 IllIli MURRAY, K ., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, November 12, 1979
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. Help Wanted
Wanted Registered or eligible
to be registered female X-ray
technologist Salary negotiable
with experience Notify Depart-
ment Head at Trigg County
Hospital, Cadiz. KY 522-3215 
9. Situation Wanted 
Babysitting my home by the






in your area. Let us assist
you in starting your own
spoiling goods business.
Operation can be from




write or call Sport-About.
Inc.. 7691 Central Ave
NE. Fridley. MN 554-32
(612) 784-5819
13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade. 1964 GMC
yellow van, no rust, good
motor See at Stella Trailer
Court, Stella KY alter 6 pm or
weekends 
14. Want To Buy 
Wanted to buy standing
timber. top prices paid 489-
2334
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray. Call 753-0193 after 5
Want to buy 1910 through
1975 Datsun 2-door -coupe or
pickup, in good condition Call
436-2289 after 6 pm •
Want to buy Junk cars Call 
474-883134Ft-if 5 pm
Wanted to buy Veneer white
oak timber. Pay top price Call
in the evenings, 753-4984
15. MicTes for Sale
Lodi sets. %billed brass or a
bque brass, key in knob sets
$7.99. passage. $3 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Lock sets, polished brass or an-
tique brass_ key in knob sets.
$7.99; passage, $3.99 Murray
Homeand Auto. -
Rampar 27" ten speed bicycle,
like new, G.E portable cassette
tape recorder Craig 8-track
underdash tape player, and
Pioneer co-axle car speakers.
excellent condition, used one
year. Call 753-3903_ 
16. Home Furnishings 
Bath tubs. 5 ft. steel white,
$64.99; Colors, $69.99. Murray
Home and Auto. 
Living room suite for sale, like
new 753-0603. 
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment. 4 hole, self rim-
ming; $29799. 539 99. and
$49.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment, 4 hole, self-
rimming,.  529 99; 134 99, and
$49.99. 
Twin bed with spring and mat-
tress. good condition Also a
chest of drawers Call 753-
8567
19. Farm Equipment
Farm fans, grain dryers. sales
and service. A & I Ford Supply.
Inc., Highway 54. west of Paris..
(901) 642-8544. 
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor, completely equipped, in-
cluding monitor, john Deere
21' disc. John Deere model
7.000 planter with monitor,
13' John Deere chisel plow,
John Deere 6 row cultivator.
John Deere' 15' harrow, John
Deere 6x16 plow, John Deere
rotary hoe All equipment one
year old and in brand new con-
dition. Will sell seperately or all
together Phone 489-2141
after 5 pm
19. Farm Equipment 
Skil saws, all with PA inch cut-
ting blade, model 553. $29 99,
model 514, $34.99. model
559, 559 99. Murray Home and
Auto 
Tractor batteries, 6 or 12 volt,
3EH or 30H, 2 year guarantee.
your choice. $49 99. Exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
Wheelbarrows, $19.99; $29.99,




Clayton's-J a 8 Music
Wheelbarrows: $16.99, $29.99,
$39 99. $59.99. Murray Rime
and Auto.
Want to Buy used PTO powered
hammer mill. Call 498-8376. 
20. Sports Equipment 
'Remington 870 shotgun, 3
inch Magnum. Like new, $130.
Call 753-4770. 
Wilson 1200- 1,3.5 woods 0-2
regular shaft, never used,
$60 ladies Patty Berg 1,3,4.
woods good condition, $30.
Men's first flight driver, like
new. $15. Call 753-5609, 
22. Musical 
Baldwin Grand piano, 7 toot











SpInet piano used, like new
Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos • and organs
Lonardo Piano Co., across fro'm
the Post Office in Paris, TN.
Two new console stereos.
reduced-clue_ idamaged
cabinets. Clayton's - J & B
Music, 753.7575. 
Used Spinet piano: two upright
pianos. Rental plan on all new
pianos Leach's Music Com-















Firewood, $25 rick, delivered.
Locust fence posts, 1 ft. $2, 9
ft. 52.50.489-2321 
For sale: Foosball table, tourna-
ment soccer million dollar
game. $600 or best offer. 153-
2182. 
Firewood, cut to order, $18.00
per rick. Call 753-6837. "
Heyer electric stencil
duplicator and Yorktown elec-
trostatic copier, both in ex-
cellent condition. $175 each or
best offer. Credit Bureau of
Murray, 304 Maple Street,
Murrray,
Kodak Movie camera, One year
old. Cost $100 asking $50. Call
753-3109. 
Mobile home roof coating, 5
gallon pail, $26.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
Oak and hickory firewood,
418.50 you pick up, $25
delivered. Call for directions.
498-8913 after 6 pm 
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener. Sharpens your chain
like a pro, $11.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
24. Miscellaneous 
All fuel chimneys, triple wall
pipe 6"x30-. $18.99; 8"x30",
$29.99 Installation kit 6".
$27 99. 8". $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Aluminum extension ladders
14'. 528,88: 16', $31.88; 20',
545.99: 28'. $70.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Bath tubs. 5 ft. steel white,
$64.99: Colors, $89.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. 
Chain, saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sizes 16", $10.25; 20".




Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE 75'
1411001•1 a h.... ,.I, 0•••545 mil 735 III S saw do, ollym.• *tory Polk Seglreto
IMMEDIATE OPENING
PLANT NURSE
A local manufacturing Company has an immediate
opening for a full time or part time nurse with the
following qualifications:- RN certificate, Industrial
nursing experience desirable available for shift
work.





An Equal Opportunity Employer- - •
Skil saws. All with 71,4" cutting
blade, model 553, $29.99:
model 574, $34.99; model
559, $59,99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Wood for sale, $25 per rick for
hickory, oak, and ash. Delivered
in Murray area only. Call 753-
0663 and ask for Chris Snyder.













Repossesed. Take up monthly
payment on 25" color t.v. War-
ranted. Clayton's - J & B Music,
153-7575. .
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150. now $75: 492-
8834: 
1980 Zenith color TV, 19 inch
with stand, two months old,
still warrented, Call 753-6292,
Bertie Dodd, $475, saccrifice. 
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x65 Revere, three bedroom.
two bath, completely furnish-
ed, including washer and dryer.
underpinning, central heat and
air. Sall Spann Realty
Associates, 153-7724. 
12x60,- bedroom trader
with washer, dryer, and air con-
ditioner, set on rented half
acre lot, 4 miles from town,
$4000. 759-4754. 
1974 Two bedroom, all elec-
t- Mc; air cunditioned:-rmiSt-seil,




Three bedroom, bath stove,
refrigerator, new carpet and
curtains. Call 436-2446. 
28. Mob: Home Rents 
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer.
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. No
pets. Call 489-2611.
For rent: Mobile home. 2
bedroom, furnished, $125 per
month. Call 753-0241 between
7 am and 3 pm. .
Two bedroom Mobile Home.
gas heat, no pets, security
deposit required, Call 753-
0364 or 753-3455 after 5 pm. 
29. Heating-Cooling 
Electric heaters, 4000 watt, 4
stack, $35.99. Wall0Hard-
ware, Paris.
Electric heaters. 1500 watt,
$15.17. Murray Home and
Auto.
New Ashley wood heater. Call
753-5599. 
Wood . heater. automatic.
deluxe cabinet, brick lined, .
cast iron grates and doOrS, 24"'
tire box, k199.99. Two speed
automatic blower, - $49.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
30. Business Rental 
One large and one small
building torrent. Near campus.
Call 753-2967. 
31. Want To Rent 
Want to rent: 3 or 4 bedroom
house in Murray or 3 or 4 miles- '
outside of Murray. 753-6015, 
32-.-Apts. For Rent 
For rent: One bedroom furnish-
ed cottage, available December
5. 5100. Call 753-8271.
New 2 bedroom duplex, large
rooms, appliances furnished.
. washer:doer .41(up.i.a...u1dily.
Private cariier?f arid .Patka"
Call 753-9574 cm 753-6513
after 3:30 pm. •
If congressmen were paid for their labors, I
could see why they need a raise."
32. Apts. For Rent  43. Real Estate 
Furnished apartment, 1 or 2
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th. 753-6609. 
Three room furnished Apart-
ment, upstairs, no children or
pets, best references accepted.
Call 753-9925. 
33. Rooms for Rent 
Elderly lady wishes to give
home to another elderly lady
for companionship. Also five
room gas heater for sale and a
trailer light pole in good condi-
tion. 
34 Houses, For Rent 
Nice 2. bedroom house, unfur-
nished, North 16th street
Available Nov 15th, $165. per
month. Call 753-6855. . 
Two bedroom house. 641 Nor-
th, carpeted, electric heat, no
pets, available now. Married
couple:-$175. Call 753-3942. 
Well insulated  5 room house, 4 
Miles East. City water. electric -
heat, couple,no pets --
References required. $150
month. Available January 1st.
Call 753-7551.







For sale:-Frolstein bull calves. 2-
6 weeks old Call 753-0649 
A-Pits-Supplies 
Beagle Bassett puppies from
hunting parents. Will hold till
Christmas, $40. Also taking
deposits on AKC show quality
Bassetts. Call 153-0672,
nights.
Boarding and grooming for
Thanksgiving. Make your reser-
vations now. We board cats too.
Hidden Valley Kennel, 435-
4481. 
Pre-Christmas Sale. All types
grooming was $12.00 now
$10.00. By appointment, Con-
nie Lampe, 436-2510. 
43. Real Estate 
iniummemm
Purdom & Thurman




Bit 0' the country? What are
your needs? 81 --acres? 35
acres? 23 acres? Farms just
listed have acreage tendable.
some with timber: beautiful
building sites. Here's a chance
to move out and have a little
land! Call John or Judy at 753-
1492 for moreinformation. Of-




yr, 47, 248r; :713
'I , •
THE WORKS!!
A growing Business! A
Home, On 10 acres
within 17 miles of
Murray. Owner finan-
cing. Call Boyd-
Majors for more in-
formation TODAY.
NEW HOME
3 BR., 2 bath, den,
living room, heat
pump and central air,
fireplace, located at




Drittor or Nun_,- worried ad.,•
getting to wort this wim,
when the ice and snow come
Need-a phone in your•car?
a pet an no place to put
Like a large workroom ad
from it all.for the rare 'spar,
moments? We have it all t-
you. .for the complete piety,
call Brenda at 753-1492. Cen
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-7411
AR( ,.[ ( K
$$Dollar for Dollar$$ One of
the best home values we have
had to offer you in many a day.
Brick ranch style honie, 3 nice
size bedrooms with walk in
closets, large living room, fully
equipped kitchen, family room.
Bring your check book you'll





216 Acres 5 miles east
of Puryear, TN. Ap-
proximately 200 acres
tillable. Now in beans.
Limed in 1979. Has
year-round water.
About tt of acreage in




70 Acres with house
and barn. 45 acres ten-
dable, rest in timber.
Located on black top





TOWN & COUNTRY YAMAHA
LIST OF
CHRISTMAS SERVICES
1) Layaway Program for motorcycles and ac-
cessories.
2) Gift Certificates.
3) Master-Charge and Visa accepted*
4) Convenient Shopping Hours, 9 am.6 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat.






Open Stock and Sets
12th & Poplar '
43. Real Estate
NEW HOME
Be the first to live in
this brand new 3
bedroom, 1 bath
home with lots of ex-
tras, location in Lynn-
wood Estates. Has
central electric heat
and air. Designed for
your .comfort. Call
Billie for more infor-







Make a list of all the things you
are looking-for in a new home -
then check this practical 3
bedroom. We think it will have
it all. Located lust minutes
from town on an acre plus lot.
Exceptionally well built.
decorated lust recently. well in-
sulated. Seeing is believing.
Call for your tour with Brenda
at 153-1492-...Offered by Cen-
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
753-1222
CLOSE-IN
75 acres 5 miles
southeast of Murray.








96 acres with brick
home, 3 tobacco barns,
1 stock barn, and other
buildings. 78 acres in
cultivation. Excellent
farm located 7 miles
southwest of Murray.
Call on this one today.
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222.
44. Lots For Sale
Corner lots in Canterbury,
120x120. Call 753-0738.  .
150'x250' lot on Doran Road.
Call 753-9208 after 6 pm. 
If you are looking for a
beautiful lot with 10 big trees,
seven tenths of an acre, older
house needs some do it
yourself work. Lot alone is
worth more than asking price.
Located on Butterworth Road.
one mile south of Stella. Priced
for quick sale. $6500. Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
45. Farms For Sale 
Nice two bedroom home.
-carpeting. one car garage. 206
S 15th Street. Asking $30,500.
Phone 753-8213 or 435 4382
46. Homes For Sale 
owner 3 bedroom stone
home with acreage Murray-
Mayfield area Den with
fireplace. full basement at-
tached garage. newly painted
Equity and take over payments
Nice yard Call 615-232-6059 
48. Auto. Services 
Automatic transmission fits
Ford„ pickup Used motors,
starters, raditors,
transmissions, and truck tires.
759-1739 evenings. 
Car batteries, 35 month
guarantee, 80 amp, $29.99, ex-
change. 60 month guarantee,
95 amp, $39.99. exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris. 
Good used tires for sale. See at
405 Elm St or call 753-0357.
49. Used Cars 
1973 Chevrolet Caprice, ex-
cellent condition, must sell.
753-4550, ask for John or leave
message.
1957 Chevrolet Bel-Air, 2-door,
hardtop body. Special at $37-5
firm. Call after 5 pm, 437-
481/, and ask for Slim. 
1979 Chrysler Cordoba. silver
and burgandy, 47000 miles.
Sharp. Call 753-55872 or 153-
/290. 
1979 Datsun 2807X, bought
new, has air, 5-speed, low
mileage. Call 753-7284 after 6
pm.
For sale: 1973 Maverick, 302
V8, power and air. $1000. 767-
6356. 
Opal car parts. Call 474-2325. 
1968 Plymouth Satellite, 8
cylinder, 2-door, 5 good tires
and 2 snow. Good running con-
dition. $200 firm. 753-2677. 
1977 Red, T-top,' Monte
Carlo.by owner. Call 753-8033
after 330 pm. 
Reduced for quick sale. 1976
Cutlass Supreme, power. air,
AM-FM 8-track, • maroon with
white vinyl half-roof, wire
,wheel covers. $2750. Call 753-
6677. 
15/7 chevrolet Suburban, air
front and rear,power steering
and brakes, tilt wheel, radio,
one owner, excellent condition.
Call 492-8425.
50. Used Trucks 
1978 Bronco XLT, low mileage,
lots of extras, must sell. Call
436-2805. 
1979 C1-5, perfect condition.
753-6802 or 436-5366. ,
1977 Chevrolet Pickup. clean,
$2800. Call 753-8162. 
1978 Ford Van, air, cruise. tilt,
$9.000 sticker price, used 18
months, $4,950. Call 753-5867
or 753-4953. 
51. Campers 
Hurry! Winter is coming! Com-
plete repair and winterizing
service. A few 1979 Starcraft
and Road Rangers at discount
prices. Close out special on all
truck toppers. $190. White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East. Murray. KY. Call 753-
0605. 
53. Services Offered 
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and






estimates Call 753-8948 
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing, Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
753-5827.
Concrete and block work Block
garages, basements, driveways,
walks. patios, steps, 'free
estimates. 753-5476.
Chimneys and stoves cleaned.
Be ready for winter. Call Magic
Hat 159-4878. •
Carpentry 'service. Whatever
your needs. old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565. . 
Chimney brick repair. Brick
house pointing, house painting
Call 436-2855 after 6pm.
Do You need sturtnis removed
frdm your yard or land cleared
Of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 153-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343. 
For your home alterations,
repair, and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial.
call 153-6123. 
Fence Sales at Sears now, Call
Sears 753-2310 .for free
estimates for your needs.
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966. t 
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
-traria& gutters -installed per
Your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your driveways White rock-
ed before bad weather. Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Licensed electrician and
mobile home repair. Phone
Jerry Slater, 753-8063.
51. Services Offered 
Insuiation blown in by sears
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears 753
2310 for free estimates
Licensed electrician Prompt,
efficient service, reasonable





and brown Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings. open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows
Also carports, single and dou-
ble sizes Jack Glover. 753-
1873 after 6 pm 
Paper hanging and interior
painting Call 437-4617 or Y53-
7331 
Save time and money, call us
first, Millstone Development
Corp. We move the earth for
your excovating needs. Septic
tanks. ponds, and lakes.
Backhoe dozer and pan work.
Gravel and fill dirt hauled. Call
492-8258.
Tractor work breaking, disking.
bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5,
753-2632. 
Wet basement? We, make wet
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2, Box 4.09A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026. 
Will do hauling of any kind, city





Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown tiv white Pea gravel.
Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
or 753-4545. 
Will do plumbing, heating,
remodeling, repairs around the
home, carpentry, and roofing, -
753-9600. 
56. Free Column 




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates.
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•An hque Brost Horciwore





Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control




















IF 0 0 III) i South 4th St. ' ,
. ( Located Across From Murray Dric e-Inn )
1tt
Low, Low, Prices
No fancy store to eat-up our profit, so we can afford to
bring you, the good people, the lowest grocery prices in
town.
At D & T Warehouse we don't have an age factor. All
products are reduced by more than 10% everyday.
_.,
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,,, We Don't have just a,,
few hot items or force you to
make a '10.00 purchase. We Do have
everyday low, low prices on all your grocery
needs...not just a few.
,
r; '
rl\ We Carry, .
,:, •. .






AO, A" Check These Prices Out N
